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Graduate data found 
incomplete at USF, UF 
By AMY ADAMS 
Contributing Writer 
What percentage of UCF gradu-
ates are placed into jobs, and how does 
this figure compare with that of other 
Florida universities? This is a question 
to which many UCF students would like 
the answer, but, despite the statistics, is 
not an easy one. 
Perhaps a more accurate question 
is: Why is it such a struggle to gather the 
data to answer this question? Each 
university has a different way of gather-
ing these statistics, and each surveys a 
different number of students. 
"In a follow-up of students who 
used the Career Resource Center at the. 
University of South Florida, over 85 
percent ... wereemployed," saidMarilan 
Bryant. assistant director of USF's Ca-
reer Resource Center. "Of the IS per-
cent not empfoyed, 20 percent were en-
rolled in graduate school. The starting 
[yearly] salary at the bachelor's level 
was $23.289.'' 
These USF statistics may be mis-
leading. however, because they repre-
sent only 596 graduates out of 6.000 . 
"We do not have significant data to 
answer how many USF students are 
placed," said Marilan Bryant. 
Florida State University also keeps 
data on its graduates through its Career 
Resource Center. An article in a recent 
issue of The FSU Career Connection by 
Myrna Unger reads, "FSU's Career 
Placement Services reported a strong 18 
percent placement rate in 1991-92. When 
compared to national trends, it appears 
FSU on-campus interview activity has 
stabilized while many other university 
placement offices ~ave experienced de-
cline." 
ln the cumulative data of 13:4 com-
panies that recruited on the FSU campus 
during 1992-93 academic year, 86 per-
cent of the 1,242 ·students registered 
with the FSU Career Placement Ser-
vices responded. OJ those students, I 7 
.percent were placed into positions with 
an average salary of $25,055. 
"These statistics indicate place-
ments that were obtained solely through 
the on-campus recruitment process," said 
Jeff Garis, director of the FSU Career 
Center. "These statistics do not refl~ct 
the many other jobs that were obtained 
by students through various other 
sources." 
The University of Florida was un-
Piease see DAT A page 3 
(Dehoog/Future) 
During WUCF's fundraiser Monday, DJs tried rath.er innovate methods to 
get the donations rolling in-such as "Jeff the Wonderboy," above, who tied 
himself. to the c6ntrol board until listeners met his .fundraising goal. 
UCF laser shoots research into 21st century 
By STEPHANIE COPES 
Contributing W.riter 
Deep in the heart of Re-
search Park, on the fourth floor 
of a blue, glass building, lies a 
jumble of mirrors, boxes and 
metal. . 
At first glance, this con-
glomerate of scraps spread hap-
hazardly across three tables 
· seems nothing more than a care-
less mess. But once this collec-
tion of seemingly random parts 
tarts to work together, reflect-
ing light and transmitting en-
ergy, it becomes a laser. 
But not just any la$er. 
This scrambled heap of 
mirrors and boxes becomes 
what may be the most powerful 
laser of its kind, a laser so pow-
erful it produces in a fraction of 
a second 20 times the annual 
energy produced by the entire 
United States. 
(A. Socares/ Future) 
Jason Eichenholz, a.graduate engineering student, works on 
a laser in the CREOL building in Research Park . 
The laser, part of a project 
funded by the National Science 
Foundation and . the state of 
Florida, is the culmination of 
three years of research and de-
velopment. 
"'The laser is produced 
with a new laser-building mate-
rial called LiSAF," said Dr. 
Martin Richardson, who, along 
with Dr. Paul Beaud of Swit-
zerland, Jed the team that devel-
oped the laser .. "LiSAF is com-
posed oflithium, strontium, alu-
minum, and fluorine. A laser 
system of LiSAF is almost 
unique in the world. There's 
only one other system like it, 
and it's in a government lab." 
The laser has the distinc-
tion of producing very short 
pulses of light, pulses that last 
only I 00 semthoseconds. That 
is equal to one-tenth of one 
millionth of one million parts 
ofone second. The pulses travel 
at the speed of light and are one-
quarter the width of a human 
hair. 
The pulses produce energy 
equal to one joule of electric 
energy and carry a power of I 0 
terrawatts. This is equal to about 
20 times the annual energy pro-
duced by the United States, and 
makes the laser the most pow-
erful of its kind. 
The laser is expected to 
have many uses in the future. 
"Because the laser has a 
specific color-extreme red, '" 
said.Richardson, "it has an elec-
tric field strength so strong it 
would blow apart any atoms in 
its path. This gives us the chance 
to study many new processes 
that can be produced in ionized 
· material-material that has 
been blown apart." 
The laser could also be 
used for high-resolution, three-
dimensional imaging ofbiologi-
cal specimens. These images 
could identify subcellular phe-
nomena regarding things like 
cancer and birth defects, lead-
ing to cures . 
Scientists also suspect the 
laser" can produce magnetic 
fields up to 50 times higher than 
ever before produced, magnetic 
fields so high that the·only other 
place they may exist is on the 
surface of neutron stars. This 
capability should allow scien-
tists to perform new fundamen-
Please see LASER page 3. 
MONDj\-Y OCTOBER 11 ~ 
Black and Gold Day starting at Noon 
Games on the Green (airball, obstacle course) 
lp.m: to 4p.rn. 
TUESDAY OCTOBER 12 -
Garnes on the Green (pizza eating contest, 
musical pies) 1 la.m. to 4 p.m. 
WEDNESDAY OCTOBER 13 -
Skit Night in the Aren_a. 
Banner Competition 3 p·.m. 
Skit Competition 7p.m. 
THURSDAY OCTOBER 14 -
Free day. 
Promotional items on the green. 
FRIDAY OCTOBER 15 -
Concert/Pep Rally on the green. 3p.m. to ? 
Pep rally, local band Alter Ego, Skits by division 
winners, headline band 
fm! free! free! Saigon Kick! free! free! free! 
SATURDAY OCTOBER 16 -
8:30 a.m. Alumni breakfast. 
10:00 a.m. Parade. 
11 :30 a.rn. tailgate party. 
1:30 p.m. Game. 







































data lower than 
other state 
universities 
From DAT A, page 1 
able to answer how many of its 
tudents are placed. 
How does UCF compare 
to these otheruniversities in job 
placement? 
"We get a listing from the 
Alumni Association and send a 
survey to every graduate of 
UCF," said Jim Gracey, direc-
tor Of UCF's Career Resource 
Center. ··we are in the process 
of completing the I 992-93 sur-
vey. I am not aware of anyone 
else in the State University Sys-
tem of Florida who does as so-
Thieves steal UCF flag 
ftom Admin ,Building 
o UCFs Unive~sieyflM1 
was taken from .the flag-
pole on the west side of 
the Administration Build ... 
the damage was de ... 
scribed as a 24-inch gash 
in the material of the chair. 
ing Sept. 26. UCF police · D Someone attempted 
otti~er ·· Kyle D~ P¢t~r~on to .break·lnto the Studeot 
discov~rAd '·~11~ · ffc1g.Jl'.tfs~~. ·Governme·nt ·KIOSK .oh 
ing. The time.of lhe·theff Sept .. :· · 23. · Zad.hy~ .. 
was deter- ' · ·· Moharfuned;; 
mined ~o ·be ,----------. KIOSK :·: .. em~ 
b e ·t w·e en pl9ye~, .. di~~· 
8~30 a.nd . covered" ·· tr 
to: 40 ·····P.~ m. gta.ss '.··p~QF . 
No evidence . Uo n··· ,f' tiaCI: 
was fdiJncf b' e · .. e·· -..::n 
·ih'' ''t · .:::. ··· 1d .cracke&iintf 
as




d· ·~1Pv ... .. ·. 1.··.~.d)te:: .• !.·9.·.r····.· .. 1.·~ .... ·r.~e·.··~·;·:.L.:.::_ •. ,•·.; .f.lag's ·r~~ov~ :_:: 
ery, an~ .a~ · . . . n·oved.frC>.tfi 
ofy· e. t th.er ..e .. ··.·.··.. ··m0::wlndow£ 
:NIBllamHi~H: phisti~~~d2~r~ s~~v:~a~s ~;:~; :~~t:~ ·sus- ) ·:·:·$Mtia:i·,:::·ifi:~n,: 
ResourceEmploymentSurvey, CJ Three ·. (~~11ii3~~j 
sent to all graduating students pJeces offur,,; .. fronf'df;.fhe· 
from July 1991 through May oiture in the . · · . ::······· ... win'ifoVi.::hfid:: 
1992, had a 40 percent response 
from bachelor's degree recipi-
ents and a 40 percent response 
from master's degree recipients. 
Of all · the graduates, 73.7 per-
cent were employed, while only 
14.9 percent were unemployed. 
The remaining students 
went on to graduate schooL the t:t:·:-:::-: .. 
milit~~~ 0~~:~:~e salary of ~~~=:~~~~:~&f~°il~t! ·~~ifril'."®~;~t;a~i~ 
··:::::::::: 
graduates with bachelor degrees :=:, 
:::::· .. ·.· .. ~. :- ::·;::::;::::::::·:·: 
from all UCF college was OUIKSILVER 
$22,331. 
Laser could 
provide cure to 
cancer, birth 
defects 
From LASER, page l 
tal sciences that will have an 
impact on medical science, 
material science and cosmol-
ogy. 
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ser seem endless. Already ex-
tremely powerful, scientists are <IC:.= 
c trying to raise the laser's power s 
from 10 terrawatts to 100 cn 
t 
I 
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News Bits 
•The UCF Dive Club is 
having a "Scuba Discovery" 
Saturday, Oct. 9 at the Recre-
ational Services pool. It will 
begin at 4:30 p.m. Anyone in-
terested in trying scuba diving 
is welcome. The club's vice 
president, Don Draper, will be 
conducting the session, which 
will also include a refresher ses-
tional symposium , Arboretum 
nature trail tours, a plant , ale, 
storytelling and a $1 raffle with 
prizes. Additional event are 
planned for the day. For more 
information call Karina 
Veaudry at 831-1674. 
•The Nontraditional Stu-
sionfreetotheclub'spaidmem- dent Association will begin 
bers. For· further information weekly informal briefings in 
call Don at 321-9745. For in- Room 214 of the Student Cen-
formation on the Dive Club call 
Andrew, the club's president, 
at 382-8007. 
•The United Faculty of 
Florida Forum will present a 
discussion of the North Ameri-
can Free Trade Agreement 
(N.A.F.T.A) at 2 p.m. on 
Wednesday, Oct. 13 in Phillips 
Hall, Room 206. The discus-
sion will feature Michael 
Hoover: adjunct professor of 
political science. 
•The UCF Arboretum is 
celebrating its 10th Anniver-
sary with a festival from 11 
a.m. to 6 p.m. on Saturday, Oct. 
30. Events include bluegrass 
and Dixieland music, educa-
ter from I 0:30 a.m. to noon 
beginning Thursday, Sept. 16. 
For more information call 381-
1584. 
•National -Student Speech 
Hearing Language Association 
meetings are et for Oct. 23, 
Nov. 3 and Nov . 17 at4:30 p.m. 
in HPB 110. All communica-
tive disorders majors and inter-
ested persons are invited to at-
tend. 
Other activities scheduled 
are a Clinic Clean-Up Day at 
noon on Saturday, Oct. 23 and 
the Annual Christmas Party on 
Wednesday, Dec. 1. 
Sign up for committees in 
the communicative disorders 
office. 
Wolff system tanning at 
·· Tan-Fastique 
Tanning Salon 
10 Visits for $25.00 
(sign up a friend and get 2 visits free) 
We also do: terrawatts. The possibilities for 
a laser with that much power 
are both astounding and prom-
i~ing. The uses the laser may be 




~ • Acrylic Nails 
.- • Infra-Slim Body Wrap 
I BAUER IN-LINE SKATES 
• 380-7427 . • 
= Reedy Plaza• 10376 E. Colonial 
6 4 Monday-Friday8:30a.m.-9p.m. 282• 0 2 Saturday 9a.m. 6 p.m . 
Licensed & Certified #T-50-93 Massage Therapist #MA 0011430 
REEF BRAZIL B•d Boy Clull - ROLLERBlADE 
r--------, 61iEli) r--------, ... 
Subs & Salads Subs & Salads 
Crusade fol' justice. 
/Jn estigate cl·in1e • 
Fight eril f 01·ces. 
Write f 01· The Cen- Subs & Salads 
tral Florida Future 




Buy One 6" Sub and Get One of 
12251 University Blvd. N 




Any Foot Long Equal or FR E E (Across from UCF · Next to UC6Cinema) 
Lesser Value PHONE AHEAD 








exp 1013 1193 Dri~x~ l~~~~hase 281-1007 
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v_nited Campus Ministry 
at v_c~ 
United Campus Ministry is a combined effort' of a wide variety of religious persuasions to 
provide professional personnel who will encourage spiritual, moral and social opportuni-
ties in a spiritual context within the University community. 
We are the accredited ministries of the Uni.varsity of Central Florida, and recognized by the 
University to provide religious and spiritual programming and guidance to the University 
of Central Florida community. 
We offer: 
Baha'i Faith Community 
Sheri Dressler 
PH 208 823-5000 
Baptist Student Union 
Rev. Byron Kirkpatrick 
SC 207 823-5336 · 
Campus Crusade for Christ 
Kevin and Gretchen Scoleri 
826-2529 
Catholic Campus Ministry 
Fr. Brendan Gillan 
SC 226 823-5337 
Episcopal Campus Ministry 
Dr. Ashmun Brown 
AD 395-D 823-2482 
Grae~ and Truth Chapel 
Ministry 
Dr. Willy Sawiris 
275-3539 
United Campus Minist~y Members: 
International World 
Outreach 
Rev. Robert and Ann Sullivan · 




SC 207 823-5336 
Jewish Student Union 
Dr. Moshe Pelli 
FA 550 823-5039 
Lutheran Campus Ministry 
Dr. Fred Schramm 
657-4556 
Presbyterian Church USA 









SC 206 823-5335 
Advent House 
823-7714 




Dr. Lloyd Larsen 
657-4278 
United Methodist Campus 
Ministry 
Stephen Binkley 
SC 206 823-5335 
Young Life Alumni 
Leadership 
Dr. Lloyd Larsen 
657-4278 
If you have any questions, or desire more information about any of these organizations, please stop by our offices 
in the Student Center rooms 206, 207, and 226, or call 823-5335. We are here because: 
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UCF computer network grows 
shA.Q)ROCK Internet, e-mail now available in PC-LAN labs 
By TOM BA YSTON JR. 
Staff Writer 
world and links computers at 
thousands of universities, gov-
ernment agencies, organizations 
and even businesses. 
Through Internet, students can 
access a vast amount of data 
useful in research and educa-
"Campus Info" brings up a sec-
ond menu: UCF Arena News 
(upcoming events), UCFNews 
and Events, Sports News and 
Events, Campus Services and 
Useful Phone Numbers. 
Some of these information 
BeveRA.~e 
UCf'SrAHTYSTOHE A new campus-wide com-
puter network available to all 
students, faculty and adminis-
trators is now up and running. 
Pegasus Network offers elec-
tronic-mail, ore-mail, informa-
tion files and Internet access to 
students from PC-LAN labs, six 
stations located in the UCF Li-
brary, or even by dialing up via 
telephone modem from per-
sonal computers at home. 
tion. areas, and also a directory of 
Internet traffic is esti- . campus ·telephone and e-mail 
addre~ses, are still "under con- Busch 
and 
Busch Light 
Suitcases Bill Branch ofUCFCom-
puter. Services said the system 
is still in the first stages, with 
room to grow and build new 
information systems of all 
kinds. Ideas and suggestions 
from network users are encour-
aged. 
E·-mail allows the user to 
send and receive messages to 
and from any other users on the 
Pegasus system or even on other 
systems on and off campus. 
The Internet is a govern-
ment-funded network of net-
works that stretches around the 
PC-LAN users can now ac-
cess the library, check up-
coming community events 
or check tomorrow's 
weather forcast. 
mated to be growing at the rate 
of 20 percent per m~nth. 
The system also offers · a 
directory of information files 
on Knight.Information Services: 
Campus Info. UCF Community 
News, Student Ihfo, the Internet, 
the Library. General Interest 
Files and Weather. Selecting 
Advertise your business in The 
Central Florida Future. It works. 
Call Chad at 823-8054. -
'f ' 
We have discounts 
to help yoti drive down 
the cost of car insurance 
Allstate has car insurance discounts 
that can help save you money. 
Which discounts do you qualify for? 
Give us a call to find out. 
Allstate~ 
You're in good hands. 
• I" .. • 11 , , I •111;1.1:1·, 1t1 >r!LI rn·1k li!u1.1t\ 
;I • 1 I !:1 ,t !H-.l" J ll1 ! l•l\ ,I I J \,1 11J! tl!i t. 
almart Shopping Center 
10639 E. Colonial Dr. 
(407) 658-1022 
Wes Maillard 




New information menus 
can be added as needed. 
Computer networks are 
rapidly becoming an integral 
part of businesses and organi-
zations everywhere, said 
Branch, and acquiring the nec-
essary ski11s to use these tools 
to their full advantage will be 
indispensable for many careers. 
Undergraduate students 
that do not have a class-as-
signed PC-LAN account can 
purchase an independent ac-
count at the Computer Store on 
campus for $I 0 per semester. 
A printed manual "Using 
the Pegasus Mail Server" is also 
available for $2. Those who 
want more information may call 
the Computer Help Desk at 823-
5117. 
• 
LOCATED IN THE UNIVERSITY SHOPPES NEXT TO 
KINKO'S AND THE UCF CREDIT UNION 
ij~ii~a 




• Moderate prices 
• Beer and wine available 
•Take Out 










With the purchase of entree of equal or greater _value 




location onlv. - -- · I 
_________________________ ., 
• 10615 E. Colonial Drive • 1 mile west of Alafaya • 
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Student's determination shows in fight for life 
When Pat Hale was struck by a car his life changed but his good will remains the same 
By SEAN PERRY 
Staff Writer 
A body lie stilJ, breath-
less, on the side of Golden-
rod Road early one morning 
last October. 
Coming upon the two-car 
accident, Pat Hale rushed 
from his vehicle and with-
out hesitation breathed life 
into the dying victim. 
The unconscious teen-
ager eventually recovered 
after surgery. However, 
without Hale's resu cita-
tion, the young man would 
not have survived until the 
ambulance arrived. 
Named by the Alpha 
Delta Pi Sorority as "Greek 
of the Week," Hale humbly 
accepted the honor. 
Two weeks later the 
cheer turned to tears as the 
hero became the victim. Af-
ter attending a party on 
Rouse Road, Hale was struck 
by an out-of-control car in 
an incident that would alter 
the course of his life. 
Hale suffered extensive 
injuries to both legs and to 
his back. 
The injuries put a tern-
porary end to Hale's active 
schedule at UCF. Hale had 
transferred to UCF after two 
years of study at St. Peters-
burg Junior College. 
A Liberal Studies major 
aspiring towards law school, 
he was very active in cam-
pus organizations. Having 
served a semester as vice 
president for the Sigma Chi 
Fraternity, Hale was al o on 
the Public Relations Com-
mittee as a senator for Stu-
dent Government, a mem-
ber of the Campus Activi-
ties Board and an Intra Fra-
ternity Counci I Representa-
tive. 
Hale was forced to spend 
the duration of the semester 
in a hospital. 
Now back on his feet, he 
has taken on a whole new 
perspective towards life. "I 
was angry for a while, won-
dering, ' why me?' but I'm 
just thankful for the oppor-
tunity for another go 
around." 
Although he may have 
lost a few inches off his ver-
tical, Hale definitely main-
tained his sense of humor 
throughout the ordeal. 
When asked to explain 
the worst part of his hospital 
stay, he explains, "A lot of 
friends brought gifts in; it 
just so happens my Mom 
' ' Hale is always 
looking out for 
the other guy 
first. He's truly 
genuine. 
- Matt Halen 
friend and roommate 
j 
found an issue of Big Jugs 
one of the fellas had brought 
in. 
"Other than that, I wou Id 
like to thank everyone for 
all the support," Hale says. 
"Not just my fraternity, 
but the entire Greek system 
showed support. That old 
cliche about buying 
friends-well, no kind of 
money could get those 
people, some who didn't 
know me, to come down and 
offer support." 
Hale· is anxious to get 
back into athletics, includ-
1 ·800·JUMP1 z, 
0 TANDEM JUMPS 
0 AFF ACCELERATE[ 
FREEFALL 
0 VIDEO AND STILL 
PHOTOGRAPHY 
AVAILABLE 
0 ALL FORMS OF 
SKYDIVE TRAININC 
0 GROUP DISCOUN~ 
_fr\ 
- l 
$5.00 off with this 
1-800-JUMP123 
(5867) 








PLEASE CALL AHEAD 
LOCATED AT UMATILLA AIRPORT, 
H PARAGATORS 
0 
M CENTRAL FL. PARACHUTE CENTER 
E 
0 
480 SKYLINE DR. 








MAKE THE JUMP NOW! 
ing his hobby of alligator 
wrestling. He spends his 
summers as the director of a 
youth camp and moonlights 
as a gator wrestler for the 
children's entertainment. 
Hale is used to spending 
time entertaining children, 
considering the full house he 
goes home to over holidays. 
His parents, Robert and 
Dianne, have ten children, 
including four adopted 
daughters. Hale also worked 
with "At Risk" students 
while attending St. Pete Jun-
ior College. 
- When asked about what 
he considers important, 
"Well, I'd have to say stay-
ing out of the way of oncom-
ing cars!" Pat says. 
"Seriously, I feel that 
the family is important; and 
I've also learned a lot about 
values from working with the 
kids at the youth camp." 
In his final semester at 
--- -ToMikEddiES 
I 
TwM.1 & [vfNJ'\ Coo11di\,,l(111 
UCF, Hale has been cho en 
by Sigma Chi to repn~sent 
the fraternity on the Home-
coming Ballot. He says jok-
ingly, "I hope my prior jail 
time doesn't affect the elec-
tions!" 
Longtime friend and 
roommate Matt Halen 
speaks of Hale, "We all 
love the guy, especially 
when his insurance checks 
come in!" 
Hale is always looking 
out for the other guy first. 
He's truly genuine." 
It has been almost a year 
since the tragedy But as 
his humor aud light-
heartedness shows. the re-
covery period didn't alter 
·his appreciation of life. 
Whether working with 
children, helping out on 
campus, or wrestling a 
gator. Pat's attitude and 
personality breathes life 
back into all of us. 
._ ---··- --·------·--------- ---· -<I!';;. 
Toll Free: 1-800-392-8253 
Phone (407) 677-9285 
IL1()\t' itltill?ll~T MAS 
Allll? r= All?~S 
13U.,.- ~i()W 1iU1(3~ l()ll~~()()U~T~ 
"A Leisure Resource Company" 
DEA rt A'S SKI rt ART STUDIO 
Licensed, A ward Winning 
Female Artist 
DEANA LIPPENS 
Individual expression with 
a lifetime guarantee 
Fine Line Designs, Freehand or Cover-ups i 
We Accept Mastercard and Visa Credit Cards! 
14180 E. Colonial Dr. 
Orlando, FL 32826 
281-1228 
Mon-Sat 12-8 
with this ad & 
student I.D. 
•. ~::::\; ,, . 
EXPLOSIVE 
SAVINGS! 
Save 25o/o Off 
Any Pair of Shoes* 
Comput~r Desk 
Reg- $129. 99 
w/ valid UCF l.D.- $69 
.,,. 'Offer Void on Advertised Items 
~® 
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EXPfORING RuccIA. UCF professor spends his summer L 00 , learning about life in former Soviet Union 
By REBECCA THOMAS 
Staff Writer 
Imagine a country in com-
plete chaos and upheaval, al-
most to the point of complete 
anarchy. 
No}V imagine Russia . 
The 'two are one and the 
same. 
· Mark Stern, a professor 
of Civil Rights and American 
politics stayed in Russia this 
past summer on the invite of 
the Russia Academy of Sci-
ences in Moscow. 
"It is a country totally 
afloat and looking for moor-
ings," said Stern of the 
country's status. "The system 
that kept it together for 7 S years 
has disappeared." 
Stern described Russia's 
present ideology in terms of an 
opera and a bal Jet, both of which 
he saw during his visit. 
In the opera entitled 
"Prince Igor." the church saves 
Moscow from pagans. On the 
other hand, the ballet portrays 
the church as the villain. 
''Esmeralda" tells of the 
plight of a priest, comparable 
to the "Hunchback of Notre 
Dame," and falls in love with in Russia. They all live in 
Esmeralda, who has a boy- apartments in buildings where 
friend. the concrete is literally falling 
So the priest takes mat- off in blocks," he said . 
ters into his own hands by kill- The buildings were built 
ing Esmeralda's boyfriend and by convicts during the time of 
blaming Esmeralda for the convict labor, when the con-
death. victs couldn't have cared less 
Stem sees such underly- about the quality. 
ing themes as the battle be- School material is another 
tween those in Russia who see topic discussed by the teach-
beds. 
"The authorities know 
about the roaq, but choose to 
ignore it," Stern said. 
But, it isn't only the black 
market that took advantage of 
free enterprise. 
In known tourist areas, 
Russians sell books and even 
their worn clothes to foreign-
ers. 
the control of the church as it ers. The Russians are proud of In fact, Stern even advised 
was during pre-revolutionary the fact that they are now free anyone planning a trip to Rus-
times as an answer to present to make copies of current ar- sia take lots of dollars. "It is a 
conditions versus those who ti cl es written about con tempo- , world of hard currency," Stern 
are fighting this digression. rary issues. These copies are · said." Right now one dollar is 
"Right now, there ate un- used to supplement the now. worth 1,000 rubles." 
derpinnings of morality; state outdated history'f:n:>oks. "' Stern emphasized, 
and politics," Stern said. Besides envying the ma- though, that it is not the ex-
As an example of current terial well-being of Americans, change rate that is desirable to 
economic conditions, Stern · Russians now have the right to Russians but the American dol-
said that although bread lines talk to foreigners without be- lars themselves. 
have disappeared, Russia is still ing shadowed by the secret ser- · Russian businesses accept 
a very poor country. 
While talking with Rus-
sian teachers and professors, 
Stern discovered th~y were sur-
prised and impresse9 that 
Stern's children each had cars 
along with Stern himself, on a . 
teacher's salary. ex plained 
Stern. 
The size of Stern's home 
was another point -of interest. 
.. Nobody lives in houses 
vice. 
Russia had some surprises 
of its own for its American 
visitors. 
Th.e op.enness of the black 
market was probably the big-
gest of these surprises. 
Although he never used 
the market himself, Stern told 
of Ring Road, or the Outer 
Ring, where trucks openly sell 
food and gasoline out of their 
American currency, and pos-
session of the currency gives a 
certain degree of prestige and 
privilege, even in cases involv-
ing a simple luxury like a clean 
bathroom. 
Stern gave an example of 
how one day when he an<l his 
wife were in a major Russian 
department store. They 
couldn't find a bathroom, or at 
least one suitable enough to 
use. 
Finally, they happened 
upon a separate room, much 
like an office, that advertised 
coffee. Upon entering, they 
found that it was actually an 
exchange office that was re-
served for foreigners and their 
currency . 
They also found a spar-
kling clean bathroom. 
On another occasion, 
Stern and his wife were robbed 
on an overnight train ride from 
Moscow to St. Petersburg. 
Stern said these "highway 
robberies" are so common that 
by the time they got off of the 
train in St. Petersburg, it was 
already common knowledge 
that the robberies had occurred. 
Although the Sterns saw a 
lot in Russia, and were able to 
meet many of Moscow's more 
affluent members of society 
because of the special invita-
tion, Stern said his wife would 
be reluctant to return to the 
country. 
This opinion is apparently 
shared by many who visit Rus-
sia. 
"Everyone applauded 
when we got on the plane to go 
home," he concluded. 
Until· there's .a cure, there's the American Diabetes Association. 
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L ike a broken record, controversy has re-turned to student elections. A story in the Sept. 29 issue of the Future 
reported that candidates running for Senate 
were allegedly swayed by Election Commission 
members. The story mainta.ined that "government 
officials told candidates who and who not to run 
against." 
According to Student Body President Chris 
Marl in , there was a member of the executive branch 
who had made comments to certain candidates 
about whom they were running against. Although 
this individual has been discipfined, Marlin main-
tains that the person did not violate any statutes, nor 
did he effectively coach anyone. 
0 • • llllOll 
OCt. 6 1993 
As far as the Election Commission swaying 
candidates, Marlin said that his investigation has 
revealed no wrongdoing by Eiection Commission 
members. Election Commission Chairman J.R. 
Rodda denies any election commission member 
swayed a candidate. Rodda said when he learned 
that a member of the executive branch made com-
ments to candidates, Rodda had other commission 
members sit in the S.enate workroom to insure that 
senators or other staff members were not coaching 
candidates. 
· Clothesexploitedalong racial lines 
It is still unclear how much this problem encom-
passed the election process. There cnuld have been 
any number of people talking to candidates in the· 
Senate workroom, the place where the- alleged 
coaching occurred. Even if it were revealed that 
certain senators or any one else w~re coaching 
candidates, they would not have violated any statute 
prohibiting coaching because none exist. 
Regardless of what was said and by whom, the 
very foct that this situation could happen demon-
strates a need to change the election process. In 
response tQ this and prior election mishaps. Marlin's 
administration and others propose drastic election 
reform. 
First. the Election Commissi.on should be moved 
out of the Student Government building. This would 
el irninate the temptation for senators anq staff 
members from walking in and discussing the 
election with Senate candidates. Once the Election 
Commission is housed in another building, steps 
could be taken to insure that government officials 
would not have contact with Senate candidates. 
Next. legislation will be introduced which would 
in statutory define and prohibit coaching, and would 
provide sanctions for violations. 
Finally, what would be~t insure the integrity of 
the process is allowing those c'andidates running for 
certain seats to remain undisclosed until all candi-
dates have registered to rnn. This would eliminate 
the potential for coaching altogether, since no one 
would know who he or she would be running 
against when initially signing up. 
We support these reforms proposed by Marlin 
and others. As the current system stands, the student 
election process resembles more of a game con-
trol led by popularity and unethical behavior. 
The election process should be based on substan-
tive issues and not election fraud. Only through 
reform can integrity be once again restored to the 
election process, which is the basis of establishing 
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David G. Barnett 
I tall began with a pair of jeans and ~med into . , a racial battle: a black/white crisis. Did you , watch "The Oprah Winfrey Show" Sept 9? If 
J you did, you probably learned something about the 
i racism that we face everyday. Before I proceed, I 
; would like to point out I am a Hispanic female-. 
The issue discussed on the show dealt with 
. "wiggers," or "white niggers" (excuse the word, but I 
: must use it to make the definition clear), which refers 
to white teenagers who talk and dress like African-
Americans. I was not even aware of the word's · 
existence until i saw the show. 
"Wiggers" is given to those white individuals who 
wear baggy jeans halfway. down their butts, with the 
· Cypress Hill T-shirts, sneakers and baseball cap·s. 
Some perceived the word and fashion as the first 
; step toward the unity of two different cultures. The 
, new trend, according to some .• is a way of exploring 
1 and accepting the African-American culture. They 
believe the word and the dress style signifies the 
, coalition of whites and African-Americans. Which 
may be so. However, no matter how you see it, the 
, word is patently negative and offensive, for it labels a 
' group of people using the derivative of a negative 
~ word, nigger. 
1
1 It is ridiculous that anyone would use the label of 
, wigger. Don't we live in a country with enough 
l racism? Has it come to this extreme? Don't people 
l realize the animosity associated with the w9rd? The 
word "nigger" should be no longer acceptable in 
; American society. It is a part of history no one likes to 
! remember because of the pain and frnstration. It is a 
I word that never has had a positive connotation. 
·1 Many people on "Oprah" took a stand by defending 
their stereotypical views. One person after another 
I shouted that this type of clothing takes away African-
1 American character, and that whites almost always 
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copy something and make it their own. Someone even 
commented that the particular style of clothing are 
"BLACK CLOTHES." 
What or who defines "BLACK" clothes? 
As I watched, I saw anger and resentment grow that 
began with a pair of clothes. I ask, "What will the next 
generation bring, if we now have this continuing racial 
tensjon?" Ii is not over bus seats, restrooms-or water 
fountains anymore. But clothes? There is no logical 
point by fighting over a new trend that will , like all 
other popular fashion, go out of style. 
Who cares who came out with the style. Clothes are 
cloth~s. Do we have return to segregation-this time 
separating garments? 
The exploitation of this dress style is all due to the 
fashion industry , which makes money by overpricing 
this ghetto style. As a result, African-Americans have 
to pay more to get their habitual clothes. Double or 
triple the original price. 
This is not the central reason for my commentary. 
The question I have is what will the next generation 
introduce? What other new words will be added to our 
vocabulary and how offensive will they be? What will 
happen then? 
We have not yet learned that people get tired of 
l~bels and mi streatment, no matter what ethnic group 
they belong to? 
This is a wake up call for those that continue to be 
racially closed-minded. I believe that peace will begin 
sometime-when we stop separating ourselves via 
names, clothes, color, race, etc. 
I, like many realistic people, know that peace is in 
the horizon. 
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The concept of 'Normalcy' is a weird delusion 
' 'I f you compare me to 
Hitler, I promise not 
to kick you off cam-
pus. That's a promise." 
-Brian the Lazy Bastard 
Promiseshmomise_, man. Don't 
believe me, don't vote for me; I'll 
say any ol' thing in the hopes of 
ruling this school with the prover-
bial iron fist. If you thought Saddam Hussein was an evil 
genius, whoa ho Nellie!, you had better watch out for me. I 
make Nixon look like Carter, my fellow Americans. 
This is a conservative school. 'Weird" is a derogatory 
term here. "Normal" is a much-strived-for ideal. The last 
thing UCF needs is someone like me who's just doing this for 
the glamour, chicks and cocaine. 
To paraplrrase the great "Fat Albert and the Cosby Kids" 
cartoon, Man, Brian the Lazy Bastard is like school in the 
summertime, NO CLASS!!! ... Please, I beseech thee, vote 
for someone else. 
But enough of that, who cares about that politics stuff 
anyway? Not me buddy boy, politics is for squares. If you 
don't believe me, come with me to one of my political 
science classes sometime. But that has nothing to do with 
anything. Today's flame-broiled column will be about how 
Golden Knights like yourselves use words like "normal" and 
"weird" in your everyday language, so let us begin, shall we? 




society's definition of "normal." They seem to have an 
unshakable fondne. s a fetish if you wilL for article of 
clothing like Tommy Hilfingershirts and White Ke<l tennis 
shoes. They always ask each other "How are you?", even 
when they don't care how the other person is. They also 
"Hey,you'retheguywhowritesallthatweirdsh-forthe always re·pond to that question with a so-perky-you'll-
vomit "Fine!" even when they're not firie. school paper." 
"Uhh, yeah, I guess so," 1 reply. These people really scare me, if only because they react 
to any semi-creative act with fear bordering on outright 
He's one of those surfer types who talks like he's under 
contempt. A recent example of this is the flier I put up 
heavy sedation. He looks at me and shakes his head in a way 
that is reminiscent of how Zack from "Saved by the Bell" superimposing my mug shot on the body of a hairy-che ted 
shakes his head when he's in the presence of Screech. He =~~~s~~;:0~0~~~tehs~:~~~:t~~n; ~~h~:Uih:~C:!t 
then tells me: "You got a f-ed up mind, bro!" 
"Gee! Thanks!" these Ballcaps, man, oh man, they called it "unethical." 
They'realsosaying"OhmyGod!ThatisSOweird!"hurling 
''No problem." He's with a friend of his. He turns to him, 
points at me. saying, "He doesn'tthink like normal people." that word again. 
I say, 'Thank you." Last spring, a friend of mine told me she heard one of the 
Ballcap Women say, "Can you believe this Frog the Lazy 
He says, ''You're welcome." That was the extent of the 
Bastard business. I mean, he's making :.i nKx.:ke1y of the 
conversation. They walk away. Student Government election!" If you were here last spring, 
"He doesn't think like normal people." Well, what do 
I don't think I have to tell you how ironic that statement was 
normal people think about?· Sports? Cars? Sportscars? 
Scamming on pouty-faced grunge-girls at The Edge? Gust ask John Shadgett-). , . 
A .c · h b k I ·d th t UCF · t. For tho e of you who haven t figured this out by now, 1ew paragrap s ac , sai a 1s a conserva 1ve .~ , . . , 
h I Ai 't th t th th 1 It' t th t here s some old fmfooned Le Soapbox wisdom: There s no sc oo . n a e tru , young overs. s no secre a . " ,, . . , . 
this school is owned and operated by The Ballcaps (thanks suc.h th1~g'~: n,onnal. Qrnt pretendmg t.hat ~ou ~-
Lee) and the Women Who Love Them. Weird 1sn ta four-letter word. Quit usmg 1t m that 
The Baflcaps and the Women Who Love Them are an context. 
unusual breed, ifonly becausethey'reso good at living up to Well, that's nll forth is week. You can stop reading now. 
Tony Whitten 
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The federal government is looking after us! 
T here are times when, as a taxpayer, I just have to put my head between my legs and weep with joy at the benefits I am receiving from the federal govern-
ment ("Official Motto: This Motto Alone Costs $13.2 
Billion"). 
You'll feel the same way when I share some news items 
· sent in by alert readers concerning government agencies 
servicing the public in ways that the public could never have 
thought of itself without the aid of powerful narcotics. (As is 
often the case when ~iscussing the government, I need to 
stress that I am not making any of these items up.) 
Our first item concerns: EAR CANDLES. 
You may recall that a few months back I wrote a column 
about ear candles, an old home remedy consisting of wax-
covered cotton cones that you insert into your ears, after 
which you set them (the cones) on fire. This is supposed to 
create a draft that sucks the wax out of your ears. I got a lot 
of letters in response to that column; many people claimed 
they've used ear candles for years with great results; some 
people claimed the whole thing is a fraud, and ·all the 
"earwax" is actually produced by the candles. 
Then several alert readers sent me an article from the July 
29 Colwnhus( Ohio) Dispatch, written by Graydon Hambrick 
and headlined: FEDERAL AGENTS SEIZE EAR 
CANDLESINRAID. ThearticlestatesthatonJuly28, U.S. 
marshal and agent.;; of the Food and Drug Administration 
" wooped in" to a Columbus health store and "seized about 
l 00 candles." An FDA spokesperson said the candles were 
seized becau e they did not have FDA approval, which is 
required for "anything u ed for treatment or prevention of 
di ease in human or animals." An official said that the raid 
wac; part of a wider ear-candle crackdown. 
I, personally, am sleeping better, knowing something is 
being done about this menace. I'd like to see the FDA 
program dramatized in a TV series, "Ear Candle Patrol," 
Dave Barry 
TRIBUNE MEDIA SERVICES 
wherein each week federal agents would confront danger-
ous, law-violating health-store clerks ("Look out, Matt! 
She's got a ginseng root!"). 
Another menace that your Food and Drug Administm-
tion is protecting you from is: NUTRITIONAL MISIN-
FORMATION REGARDING TEQUILA-FLA VO RED 
LOLLIPOPS CONTAINING DEAD INSECTS. 
Perhaps you have seen these novelty lollipops, consisting 
of a clear, tequila-flavored hard candy, inside of which is 
what appears to be a dead worm. If so, you no doubt a-;ked 
yourself: "What assurance do I have, as a consumer, that th is 
worm is identified \\'.ith proper federal tenninology?" 
Resteasy!TheFDAisonthecac:;e! AccordingtotheMay 
13. 1993, issue of Food Labeling News, sent in by Steve 
Stockum,theFDAsentawarninglettertoS.S.LollopopCo., 
manufacturers of the "Sugar-Free Hotlix Tequila Flavored 
Candy With Genuine Worm," because the company failed 
to properly identify the worm a~ "insect larva." Not only 
THAT,buttheFDAsaysthattheproducrisNOTsugar-free. 
We can only try to imagine how much harm hac:; already 
been done to innocent consumers who purchac;ed this prod-
uct in the mistaken belief that it complied with nutrition_al 
programs requiring the consumption of low-calorie-candy-
encased worms that are NOT insect larva. Perhaps, as a token 
of our concern, we should ac;k the government to set up a 
program to locate these victims -:ind award each of them $1.4 
million. Why not? We're taxpayers! 
But before we do anything, let's salute the Occupational 
S8fety and He<ilth Administration (OSHA) office in Idaho 
for its prompt action.regarding: IMPROPERLY ATTIRED 
RESCUE PERSONNEL 
Here's what happened. according to an article in The 
Idaho Statesman written by Martin S. Johncox and sent in by 
Joe Auvil: 
On May 11. two employees of De Best Inc .. a plumbing 
company, wereworkingataconstructionsiteinGardenCity, 
Idaho, when they heard a backhoe opemtor yell for help. 
They ran over, and found that the wall of a trench-which 
ww; NOT dug by DeBest-had collapsed on a worker. 
pinning him under dirt and covering his head. 
"We could hear muffled screams.'' said one employee. 
So the men jumped into the trench and dug the victim out 
· quite possibly saving his life. 
What do you think OSHA did nbout this? Do you think 
it gave the rescuers a medal? If so. I can see why you are a 
mere lowlife taxpayer, a-; opposed to an OSHA executive. 
What OSHA did- remember. I am not making this up-
ww; FINE DEB EST INC. $7.875. Yes. OSHA said that the 
two men should not have gone into the trench without i) 
putting on approved hard hats. and 2) taking steps to insure 
thatothertrench walls did not col lapse.and waterdidnotseep 
in. Of course this might have resulted in some discomfort for 
the suffocating victim ("Hang in there! We should have the 
OSHA trench-seepage-prevention guidelines here within 
hour.)!"). Butthat is the price you pay for occupational health 
and safety. 
Unfortunately, after DeBest Inc. complained to Idaho 
Sen. Dirk Kempthome, OSHA backed off on the fines. 
Nevertheless this incident should serve a~ a warning to 
would-be rescuers out there to comply with ALL federal 
regulations, including those that are not yet in existence, 
before attempting to rescue people. ESPECIALLY if these 
people are in, say, a burning OSHA office. 
• 
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wftd Kfngdom By Anthony Rubino, Jr. 
COLLlGE-The final frontier These are the voyages of the college student Their four-or five-or even · 
six-year m1ss1on To explore strange new worlds, To hang out. drink beer, ano partY without reservation, 'tr 
COLLEGE-A place to drink beer. These are the voyages o f the college student Their four year m1ss1on. To 
explore strange new worlds, To sleep late, do drugs, and blow off studying without hes1tat1on, To boldly eat 
To boldly li~e in donnrooms and grou ho that would repulse cockroK!lcs and swine!! "{::r '{;:r the caffteria food rtfn though it makfs I Mm sick with diarmu DUY snNlllN' TIMI!! Ru no Jr 1991 
'tr.;, ~ Bil : , 'tr "(:r _::ti,_ "Cl 
----~- ti l•lllHo..,D, 
You bes.~, college 
exc ited yet petrified. 
What 1f you hate 1t? Or 
worse- what 1f you love 
it, and then flunk out? 
That would really suckl 
You return to school 















concluS'':r a',; 'udent 
of r· = ''i~• ,, J , .J~ 1on 
Despite "nat you ve 
been told, you DO 
NOT have to keep up 
with the reading This 
d1scoveri enhances 
your social life greatly 
to improve upon your now ~!(!11TiPfMi 
01 GPA you study a li ttle 
(not a lot) harder A strange 
feeling of impending doom 
begins to creep into the 
pit of your stomach You 
can't 1dent1fy 1t, but you know 
1t terrifies you You d1sm1ss 1t, 
and have another beer. 
Make your feelings known! We are looking for opinion writers 
with div~rse backgrounds and experiences. Drop by a writing 
sample at our beautiful new offices, located in the University 
Shoppes (next to the Okinawa Restaurant). Your comments re-
garding the content of the opinion section are also welcom~. 
For Sale 
Autos 
. _ Help Wanted 
Wanted 
seJ1e.~ 
" . -· typf$t$_:, 
Lost:&:J=ound 











Rates: $1.00 per _line: UCF students, staff, and faculty. 
$1. 75 per line: Non-students and businesses. 
PREPAYMENT ONLY .. No refunds. 
. :· Clip and mail to: 
· ' The Central Florida Future 
1.2243 Un!versity Blvd. 
Orlando, Fl ~817 
Boldface and underline: double line rate. 
Name and address: 
Or, ads can be placed at our office during regular 
business hours. (We're located in the University 
Shoppes Center, by the Okinawan resturant) 
~----------------------------------------------------~ 
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CLUB INFO 
The UCF Debate Team 
Interested in debate, speech or 
Classified 
Male has private room and bath for F S 1 M b'I h f f · . I or a e- o 1 e ome east o 
emale .. Large Victorian on two UCF 63,x14, 2BR 2BA d 
acres with pool, spa, etc. near UCF. ' • · • ryer, 
Responsible, please, with no pets. wa~her, covered carport, screened 
Furnished,$250/month. 677_7508. patio, home ?f recent grad. Must 
seetoapprec1ate. $14K/o.b.o. 679-
CRUISE SHIP JOBS! 
drama? If so, you ought to be a part 1-------------
of our winning team!!! Please con-
3672. 
Students needed! Earn $2000+ 
monthly. Summer/holidays/fulltime. 
World travel. Caribbean, Hawaii, 
Europe, Mexico. Tour Guides, Gift 
Shop Sales, Deck Hands, Casino 
Workers, etc. No experience nec-
essary. CALL 602-680-4647, Ext. 
tact Deena Levy, Pres., for more 
info. 
Mission Bay Delx. 2 bed/2 bth fe-
male, non-smoker, no pets, $345 Apple lmagewriter !I Printer, like 
! C147. 
~ Free Money-For-College 
CAMPUS ACTION FOR ANIMALS I No Joke! 
+------------- 1--------------I Millions-where it is 
mth. 678-5113. new, ~omes with 2 boxes of paper, 
$150 o.b.o. Call Dave, 249-2206. 
MEETING Oct. 12, 2-3 p.m. S.C. . d h t f' d ·t 
Rm 211. Female roommate needed ASAP I an ow o in 1 Brown a~d beige sofa. Dinette Set. ! Free information, call 
UCF, $220 a month plus 1/2 utili- sell. Maribette or Laura 384-6235. 
Phi Eta Sigma Nat'I Honor Society ties, call 677-8675. ______ _ 
for 2 Bed/2 bath apt. 6 mi. from Queen-size bed. End tables. Must ~ (813) 328_3304 
If you are a studetn who has earned +--------------1---' -- ------- ----- Greeks & Clubs 
a 3.5-4.0 GPA during your fresh- Almost-newmicrowaveovenforsale RAISE l:JP TO $1,000 IN JUST 1 
man year at UCF, you are eligible Female roommate $250/mo. & 1 /2 $75. Call 381-9014 or 897-9676. I WEEK! For your fraternity' sorority 
· for <l>HI. Please call 823-5273 or util. Call evenings 671-6740. 1 or club . . Plus $1,000 for yourself! 
365-6538 for more information. ______ _;__And a free T-shirt just for calling 1-
Gay & Lesbian Student Union 
meets regularly-call Jon @ 382-
7943. Trip to Tampa Oct. 10th. 
National Coming Out Day Monday, 
Oct. 11th. Wear your "Jeans" or 
"Jean shorts" to show your support. 
Roommate needed-$165/m-o.-
call DJ Jeff J at 275-8693. 
FOR RENT 
1 800-932-0528 ext. 75. 
Couch, greycottonw/burgundystrips, ~ 
loose pillow backed, fair cond. , $50 r --- ------ ----- --
o.b.o:, Russ 382-5210, leave mes-
isage. I Read books for pay. Earn $100 per 
I title. Free details. Rush S.A.S.E. to 
--1 P.O. Box 14231 , Gainesville, FL 
Glass-top table & four chairs, $25. 32604. 
366-8003, ask for Jim. ~--- ---------
Oct 6, 1993 
I FREE TRIPS AND MONEY!! In- I 
I 
dividuals and Student Organiza-
tions wanted to promote the Hot-
test Spring Break Destinations, I 
I
' call the nation's leader. Inter-Cam-
pus Programs 1-800-327-6;13.l 
I $ STOP! DON'T READ THIS! $ 
I 
HELP WANTED: Fraternities, So-
rorities, Clubs! Raise money for I 
I 
your group. Make 100% profit! 
Easy! Sell 20/20's Binocular/ \ 
1 
Sportglasses for <$5 at All Sport- I 
ing/Group Events 800-924-8433. 
LAWN AND YARDWORK. 
Downtown Orlando. Approxi-
mately two days a month. Expe-
rience preferred. $8.00 an hour. 
, Call 898-8082. 
I 'TYPISTS 
, WP6.0, editing, APA, etc. 366-0538 
I 
UCF DIVE CLUB-SCUBA!!! 
Scuba discovery/refresher Sat. 10/ 
9 @ Rec. Services Pool. Meeting 
Thur. 10/7 5-7 p.m. SOL. Beach 
Dive Sun. 10/10 Ft. Pierce, info. @ 
382-8007. 
: Academic papers/resumes. Rea-
Extra Income ,93 , sonable rates. Near UCF & VCC. 
277-6946. 
2 BO townhouse for lease, 1 yr 
lease, $435/mo., 1 mile from UCF, 
call John 658-1215. 
Earn $200-$500 weekly mailing .. 
UCF Entrepeneurs 
Well , make your business idea work. 
Meetings Tuesdays 5:30 (BA 221) 
For more info call Chrs 275-8623 
ROOMMATES 
For rent-3 Bedroom, 1-1 /2 bath 
townhouse at Pine Ridge. We pay 
water & sewer. October special-
$595, call Attainable Properties, 
Realtor at 273-8937. 
Room for rent-single family home 
in Oviedo, 3 miles from UCF. $325 
per month incl. util . Teacher pre-
ferred. Call 407-875-7146. 
Non-smoking roommate wanted to 1-------------
share 3/2 house off Dean Rd. and 
University. $265 per month, util. 
included. Call 823-8601. 
Large efficiency, 600 sq. ft. All 
kitchen appliances. Univ. & 436. 
Central heat and air. 1 yr lease. 
1------------ _ Avail. Oct. 1. $325 mo. 671-4099 
SWF, hvy. smkr. , age 52 w/slight 
FOR SALE 
I 
Firebird '90-automatic, loaded, T-
1993 travel brochures. For more 
I information, send a S.A.S.E_. t~ : 
1 Travel Inc .. P.O. Box 2530, M1am1, 
i FL 33261. 
tops, 6 cyl., 13,000 miles, like new ~- ·--- -----
~11,500. Please call 870-5788 and , Front desk clerk for apt. manage-
eave message. i ment. No exp. nee. Prof. dress a 
----- -- · ! must. Lake Buena Vista area, 
198? 280ZX 2+2 ps, pb, pw, aut~- ' flex. hours, full and prt .. time avail. , 
~at1c, Louvers, stereo, good cond1- · 1 6.50/hr. Call Christine evenings 
~~~,1 ~1,800 o.b.o., call Drew 273- ! only, 282_9544. 
I
r-Mazda MX3 '93 . Auto, , air, AMJFM -
1 
stereo cassette, rear spoiler. 14K 
Jungle Jims Lake Buena Vista lo-
1 
miles. $10,500. 382_3933. cation now accepting applications 
I 
for servers and kitchen. Apply in 
_____ _____ __ __ _ person Mon. thru Thurs. 9 a.m.-6 
~92 Mitsubishi Diamante. 1 owner, p.m. eel. cond. AC, power, mahoganY, · . disability seeks SWF, smkr. to share 3/2 house in the Lk. Underhill-436 · area. No drugs, alcohol , parties. 
Nice quiet area close to bus line. 
$250/mo + 1 /2 util. Call Cathy 349-
5856 eves. 
. leather trim. V6 , 40k miles, Earn while you learn. $2,000 per 
6+ acre 4 BR pool home-just 5 1 $15,995. 898-4583. month-10 to 15 hrs a week. For 
mins. from UCF &Shopping! Terrific 1 · appt. call 831-7889. 
home & land. Horses OK. Reduced, 
I ' ' 
$184,900. 1 1987 Pontiac Fiero sunroof tinted l 
Lake Pickett area ranchette on 4.5 1 windows, ice cold AC, new paint, Roommate wanted ASAP to share 
apartment. Big bedroom and pri-
vate bathroom. $240 a month plus 
1/2 of utilities. Walking distance 15 
minutes from UCF. Leave mes-
sage no. 823-8601 ask for Sidd. 
acres. Charming home has fabulous \ automatic, 80k miles, $2.495. 407-




Steva Gay 366-3328 
ERA Sun Florida 365-8888 (800) 992-
1811. *Ask Steva about condos & 
Female /NS, private room, W/D, new homes. +-----------
garage, $200/mo + 1/3 utilities, 
Alafaya Woods, call Shannon 366-
5603, leave message. 
Roommate needed, 2 Bed/2Bath 
Help! Like-new items, not enough 
space in dorm room. Flip-chair, folds 
out into a bed. Portable, foldaway 
Stairmaster. Best offer, call 646-
2959. 
apt., smoker ok, $240/mo. + 1 /2 ---
utilities, 436 & Univ. area, call 671- Hewlett Packard HP485 for sale. 
81 36. \ Only $100, call Rob 331-1697. 
ALASKA 
dents Needed! Earn up to $2,500+/ 
mo. in canneries or on fishing ves-
sels. Many employers provide Room I 
& Board & Transportation. No expe-
rience necessary. For more infor-
mation call : (206) 545-4155 ext. 
I 
I A5418. 
Got something to sell? 
Need a roommate? -
Want to publicize your club's 
meeting? 
Classified advertising in The Future is a cost-effective way of reaching the UCF 
community. Fill out the classified form on the previous page, or stop by our 
offices in the University Shoppes Center (near the UC6 theater), or fax to 823-
9495. 
SERVICES 
Fast • Easy • Free 
Apts • Homes • Condos 
(407) 657-8282 
CAMPUS REP 
WANTED I The nation's leader In college marketing 
::;:; is seeking an energetic, entrepreneurial 
.:
;,_,i_,_l,i.: ~~~lJJ~f i~~i~~lI~~ 
required . Call : 
L:!~E~i!~i~~:: 
TYPING SERVICES: Term pa-
pers, manuscripts, reports, the-
ses, etc. Work done quickly and 
efficiently. Spell check used on all 
papers . 240-6371. 
WORDMASTERS 
Typing and Resume Service 
Since 1986 for all your student 
needs. IBM and Laser equip. 
·• Same day service avail. We've 
moved, call for info. 277-9600. 
KCO Inc. Typing $1.50 678-6735. 
Term Papers and Resumes at 
TERRIFIC rates, 281-8888. M-S 
9-9. WP5 .1 and Desktop. 
Typing-call Nancy at 671-7830. 
Five years with UCF. Reasonable 
rates. 
Math Tutor, college algebra-Cal-
culus at your convenience, 644-
3536. 
, LSAT, GAE, GMAT prep 
1 Orlando, Deland, Cocoa (407) 
740-0003 
Math Tutor-College Algebra, 




Raise as Much as You 
Want In One Weeki 
$100 .•. $600 •.. $11001 
Market Applcottoni tor Citibank 
·VISA. MCI, HARi, AMOCO etc. 
CoU ror Your FRIE T -IHllO' ond to 
quolty lor FRH TRIP to MTV 
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'Ifie 'Entertainment Afaoazine of 'Ifie Centra{ !F{oriaa !Future 
B y A n t 0 
Orange Avenue, downtown Orlando, 11 p.m.: A blur of traffic, smears of 
blood along the street. A guy named Pig who hasn'tshowered for at least a week · 
crawls o~t of the bushes to accost a pretentious homosexual who's sucking on 
a clove cigarette from behind wire-rimmed glasses. Pig's moldy and soiled shirt' 
seemed to slither under the passerby's skin. · 
"Hey! Bud, like you got a cigarette?" asks Pig. "Hey, hey,-... what are you 
reading? D. H. Lawrence! What a fucking peasant..." 
"I have to 
read it for 
my Ii tera-






ber herd of 
damned 
youths 





rious I y 
glossed over 
by each to 
see what the 








an interest in 
the gather-
ing disturbance. 
It is a very clean street-a forest of short, squat buildings, propped up like 
cardboard cut-outs, as if there were a camera crew lurking around ready to cut 
to reality. All the buildings are businesses, aimed at seducing those who walk 
down the street that this is a city without dirt, without crudity, without 
ugliness... But on Friday night a large proportion of the crowd are under 
eighteen, and two-thirds of them are drunk. There are numerous fights in the · 
alleys adjacent to the alcove that hides Yab Yum. There are plenty of kids out 
in the thick of it who are desperate. jobles . homeless and hopeless. 
David wa the fir t per on I met who actually confessed to me that he was 
home le" s. We at down on the comer. He was nonchalantly smoking a generic 
cigarette he had just bummed off one of hi buddie . I asked David how he had 
become homeles . He paused, deliberately calmly staring blankly into the sky 
almost as if he were focusing on some unseen constellation a million miles 
away. David' body was contorting in a knot of confusion, trugglingtounravel 
bits and pieces of his discarded past. It seemed obvious to everyone but him 
E s t _n • l n 
where he stood. To him it was a mystery. Some kind of vague pattern lurking just 
beyond his grasp ... coffee rings, filthy laundry, a bruised face. His home was a 
dead-end street, a vacant lot, littered with broken glass, a cold steel bench, or 
maybe, when he was lucky, an empty·dumpster. 
He had lived on his own since. he was 12 years old. His parents had gotten a 
divorce. His father worked with the power company and would come home in a 
drunken rage and beat the shit out of anyone in his way_, especially David. His 
· mother had 
decided to run 
back to Illinois 






to make: "I re-
alized then 
that I had bet-
ter leave, you 
know? I mean, 
it was either 
him or me ... ? 
I had to leave 
or I was gonna 
kill him ... " He 
pauses for a 
minute aPd 
asks me: "Can 
I take that 
back? I mean, 
I don't want 





way, it wasn't 
that bad ... " David looking away, searching the street, chaos of muffled laughter 
and bleeding neon in a river of faces. He sees something and yells incoherently. 
He says, "See you later, man ," and crosses the street, cutting through traffic and 
disappears. 
There are strange people on the streets. Many Orlando streets are a gathering 
place for bizarre characters, people ·who have wandered off the beaten path, 
stumbling into the confines of their own unique tangents and twi sted visions and 
who have long forgotten what it is like to be average or normal. Their economic 
~ircumstances have forced them into a kind of exile and freedom from the tyranny 
of ordinary behavior, like a madman in an asylum. Many of these wanderers and 
misfits I feel I have been lucky to meet. 
There are the Moffet boys, for example. a young, rugged. malign duo who go 
around rolling bums for money. They are experts in stealing radios from cars, 
conning anyone fora buck and getting wildly drunk on Mad Dog 20/20. They used 
to sell acid on the streets ... well. that was when they were a trio. Their brother John 
DOGS continued on RS 
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Zoo 
Story," the first work 
written by Edward Albee, 
is a one-act play set in present 
day New York in Central Park. 
One middle-aged, middle-
class man is seated on a park 
bench reading a book. Into 
the park walks a working 
class, borderline schizo-
phrenic who has just come 
from the zoo and who will, 
















ing to his own 
day at the zoo to pique Peter's 
curiosity and keep him listen-
ing. But before the zoo story 
ever comes out, Peter must 
talk about himself, attempt to 
sidestep some very personal 
questions and hear about 
Jerry's home life, including a 
long tale about a woeful rela-
tionship between Jerry and 
his landlady's dog. 
'The Zoo Story'· is best 
summed up by Peter's line im-
mediately following the dog 
story: "I don't understand." The 
play touches on many different 
themes-God, loneliness, class 
differences-but never fully 
develops any one. _ 
Director Tim Muldrew 
felt the underlying theme was 
the lack of communication in 
today's society. 
"We tried to stress how 
there's no communication in 
this world," he said." And when 
you get two people together, 
it's hard to get them to break 
through the barriers." 
Although Jerry does 
most of the talking, it is Peter 
who is the main focus. 
"In a lot of ways the 
play is about my character," 
~t~ ~\ ic' ' ·.•·· 
Bresnyan, whose -==:: :;!!f._. 
performance is out- ~ 
standing. "Jerry 1doesn't 
change. But what happens to 
Peter in that hour, he changes." 
But the play leaves you 
hanging-the audience is left 
contemplating how life will tum 
out for Peter. 
Jerry is harder to fig-
ure out. It is difficult to decide 
if he should be pitied for his 
loneliness or 
revered for 
the l~s_;on ·he. 
teaches Peter 
(if you get 
that part of 
the p'tay). 












tual. They are intended to lend 
to his schizophrenic mental 
state, but it doesn't quite work. 
If you like to watch plays on an 
intel1ectual level, this will get 
you thinking. But if you want 




Def Comedy Jam lacks 
essential element-humor 
The UCF Arena was buzzing with energy Saturday 
night as the Def Comedy Jam came to Orlando. The 
excitement wore off quickly, however. a. the show was not 
what the audience expected it to be. 
The show, which began one-and-a-half hours late, 
began when Orlando-n~tive Maury Parker came on st?ge and 
tried to do a witty introduction and welcome the audience. 
Afterward, the show really got started when disc jockey Kid 
Capri came on stage and tried to get the audience in the mood 
for the show by playing music. Even though Capri was voted 
DJ of the year last year, no matter what he did, the audience 
was not interested. 
When host Richard Harris came on, things really 
started to get going. Harris, who had a part in "Poetic 
Justice," (as the one who was beaten up by Tone Loe and 
Tupac) .was hilarious. He made fun of the ·ncryone 
~in the room, ranging from over-dresseJ audience 









s h 0 w . 
had the au-
d o u b Ii n g 
his recollec-





w a s 











w i t h 
women, among other topics. At other times Watkins was just 
okay. His truly clever jokes were few and far betwee11, ,uKI h..: 
was on for far too long. 
The next comedian was Downtown Tony Bruwn. 
Brown was very-well-received by the audience which. by this 
time, was getting restless. Brown had the audience in stitches 
when ' he talked about things that everybody could iden1ify 
with, such as the starving children on television and overpaid 
athletes. · 
Melanie Commacho was next in the lineup. 
Commacho was very laughable, and everything in her routine 
wa_s from a feminine point of view. Along with Brown. 
Com macho was the only comedian who made the show worth 
even a portion of the ticket price. 
The last comedian ot"the evening was Chris Thomas. 
When he came on, the Arena slowly began to empty. At the 
show's beginning. the Arena had been three-quarters filled. 
and by the time he was halfway through his act. the room was 
about one-third filled. The crowd's dispersal was not simply 
because he was not funny, it was more caused by the fact that 
every joke he gave 'was more or less a repeat of what the 
comedians before him had said. Only the extremely tolerant 
were paying him any attention. 
Although the show was a disappointment. (Shaq 
wasn't even there) Harris did a very good job of bridging the 





We wish to extend you this opportunity to use your 
intellectual abiltty in one or more literary contests, and the 
opportunityto WIN up to Fl VALUABLE PRIZES described 
as follows: 
1: ecutive, 4 Br., 4.5 Bath, Tampa Area, Lakeview 
Home,Florida Valued at $425,000 
2: New C~dillac Automobile of Your Choice 
Valued at $50,000 
3: W¢erfront Home, 3Br., 2.5 Bath, Kennebunkport, 
Maine V~lued at $350,000 
4: Executive Home, 4Br., 3 Bath, Clearwater Area, 
Florida Valued at $280,000 
5: Garden Home, 2 Br., 2 Bath with Furnishings, Houston, 
Texas · Valued at $350,000 
Now's Your Chance To Own One Of These Dream Homes, 
and/or a Fabulous Automobile "Here's Wishing You Luck!" 
' - ·ft -
:- I . 
First Come ... First Entered! 
This Is A Contest Of Skill, Not Chance! 
TAXES are paid for the PRIZE WINNER, Limited to thirty three percent for real estate prizes.* 
The judging process is designed for the amateur writer. 
' . 
To Receive The Rules, And Contest Package, A Non-Refundable Fee· Of Five Dollars For Each Contest Package Must Be Mailed With Your Request Form Below. 
Entries Are Limited. All Entries Are Read And Judged Professionally. The Following Are Entry Fees For Each Contest Package: 
1: Executive Tampa Area Lakeview Home $75. Entry Fee 3: Waterfront Home, Kennebunkport, Maine 
2: New Cadillac Of Your Choice $50. Entry Fee 4: Executive Home, Clearwater Area 
$50. Entry Fee 
$75. Entry Fee 
5: Garden Home, Houston, Texas $100 Entry Fee 
MAKE YOUR CHECK PAYABLE TO:CONTEST SERVICES and send It along with your request for an application(s) by returning the coupon below, and a self addressed 
8 1/2 inch by 12 Inch envelope, stamped with two dollars twenty cents ($2.20) postage to: CONTEST SERVICES, P.O. BOX 785, TARPON SPRINGS, FLORIDA, 34688-0785 ----------------------- CUT HERE---·----------------..-----
PLEASE RECORD MY CHECK SENT FOR THE FOLLOWING CONTESTS: 
Check on Hems requested, corresponding to Hems paid: 
EXECUTIVE 4 BR. 4.5 BATH HOME, TAMPA (AREA) 
_ WATERFRONT HOME, KENNEBUNKPORT, MAINE 
Fee For Contest Rules 
EXECUTIVE HOME, CLEARWATER (AREA) 






$5.00 YOURCHECKNO. # TOTALSUBMITTED $ __ 
YourName: ________ Cl'(: ___ State: __ str .. tAddtela: ________ _ 
How did you learn about the contest? ___________________ _ 
' SEE INDIVIDUAL RULES & REGULATIONS. FOR SPECIFIC TAX INFORMATION. AND DEAD LINES. 
JLdging shall be by three or more disinterested indiv'duols hoving no fomiol or bus1n1m relationship to the sponsor. Should you be 59lecfed as the Prize W11mer. Contest Services will pay oil applicable state. and federal taxes limited to thirty three percent of real astute p~e value, 
upon tronsre~ one or more of these prizes to your possession. The SJqect of each cootest v.;B be disclosed on the opr;:iicotions. The winner of eoch contest wiK receive o deed to the opi;iJCOble properly or ti!le to the ou1omobile. FREE AND Ct.EAR OF AfN LIENS OR ENCUMBRANCES 
CONT&5T SERVCES INC .. (WIN A HOMEnt.WJN IT NQWTlll) 0 COPYRGHT 1993 
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yet to recover from the vis-
ceral blow of the Sex Pistols. 
At a time of settling peace, 
these punks yelled their heads 
off about abortions, commu-
nism and vanity. They were 
so pissed off they even bitched 
about their own record com-
pany in theirsong"EMI."This 
is the attitude Kurt Cobain, 
lead singer-songwriter-guitar-
ist-wai ler of Nirvana, perhaps 
the mosJ important band of 
this decade, takes in Nirvana's 
follow-up and phenomenal 
second album, In Utero. 
Cobain's goal for this 
album is apparently to piss 
off all hisNevermindfansand 
try and keep a small but loyal 
audience. For some unknown 
reason, Cobain and his cro-
nies, bassist Chris Novoselic 
Video 
The Jim Rose Circus Sideshow 
(American Visuals) 
Running time: 35 minutes 
I don't know about you, but 
to me, few things in life are as 
entertaining as watching a man 
lift concrete blocks suspended 
by chains with his nipples. Or, 
how about watching a heavily-_ 
tattooed man eat a bag full of 
maggots? That right there is the 
essence of entertainment. 
For those that missed the 
1992 Loll1apollooza tour and 
are not familiar with the 
Sideshow, it consists of six or 
so perfo~ers, with names like 
and drummer David Grahl, 
do not want success and 
money and fame. They sim-
ply want loyalty and fans 
who admire them for their 
music, not for their image. 
This is Cobain's main point 
for this album. 
And he gets it 
across with the very first 
lines of the first song, 
"Serve The Servants," 
where he ~ings, "Teenage 
angst has paid off well, now 
l'm bored and old." Sup-
posedly, this line -is sup-
posed to signal the listener 
that there will be no "Smells 
Like Teen Spirit" here, and 
on a first listen seems to prove 
this. 
The songs have a 
much harder, almost hardcore 
edge, and this is 
'The Amazing Mr. Lifto" and "The Torture King," perform-
ing various sickening (though interesting) feats, like drinking 
regurgitated beer. 
Okay, I'll admit, watching someone stick a meat 
skewer through their mouth is interesting, but not nearly 
as interesting as watching everyone's reaction to it. 
There were five people, I believe, at my house when I 
popped this tape into the VCR. What I really got a 
k!ck out of was watching one girl, whom I won't 
identify, get completely disgusted as Mr. Lifto's 
nipples became the size of a human head as he 
1ifted the concrete blocks. Typical girl. (Her 
roommate, though, seemed to think it was 
pretty cool.) 
Overall, this video is a solid ha1f-
hour of revolting, demented-yet-
strangely-interesting entertain-
ment. Make sure you watch it 
with a large group, and, as the 
back of the tape states, 
definitely "DO NOT 
attempt any of these at 
home." 
"Tourette' s," a minute-
and-a-half of hardcoie 
punk thrash and sense-
less screaming. 
But, although 
these songs seem 
rougher than ever (on 
first listen, this stuff 
soundsrougherthanthe 
band's independent de-
but, Bleach), Nirvana 
has one major flaw: It 
cannot write a song that 
is not a pop hook, and 
with further listens of In 
Utero, each song some-
how turns into a magical 
pop hook. Some of them 
are even more tuneful than 
the .majority of the 
Nevermind album. 
Cobain must have 
seen this flaw, though, and 
thus he constructed lyrics that 
bitch about all the complaints 
he's had since hitting the road 
of fame. "Pennyroyal Tea," one 
of the album's greatest achieve-
ments, has Cobain feeling an-
ger and remorse in naive con-
fusion. "I'm a liar and a thief," 
he sings. "I'm anemic royalty." 
Later on in the song, he yells, 
"Steal the I ife that's inside of 
me." 
The first single, the 
remarkably and cynically writ-
ten "Heart-Shaped Box," is a 
song done in the same format 
of Nevermifu/"s .. Lithium," but 
the words elevate it beyond. 
Cobain's sarcasm is revealed 
in the chorus: "Hey/Wait/I've 
got a new complaint/forever in 
debt to your priceless advice." 
Earlier in the song, he demon-




Mexican Moon is Concrete 
Blonde's fifth and final album, as 
well as its first for Capitol 
Records. It is also its most musi-
cal I y adyenturous. Blending 
go.thic moods. Spanish rhythms. 
religion, country, pop and many 
other_ styles, this record grabs you 
from the very first moments of 
Jim- Mankey's guitar riff on 
"Jenny I Read," the overpowering 
hook about the resentment and 
jealousy of fame that opens the 
album. 
What follows is the most di-
verse collection of song styles recorded on one album in recent 
· memory. Singer/songwriter/bassist Johnette Napolitano' sdeep 
voice enters heights never before heard. The metalicism of 
her singing on "Jonestown." gives the tune an eerie feel, 
and the tenderly sung "(Love Is A) Blind Ambition" 
makes the song sound like something Depeche Mode 
might attempt. 
The album's centerpiece, "Jesus Forgive Me (For 
The Things J'm About To Say)" is a song that 
can only bedescribedas metal gospel i·n style. 
However, the biggest surprise of Mexican 
Moon is its title track, which is sung in 
both Spanish and English. Napolitano's 
voice is caressing, and Mankey' s 
acoustical guitarwork is spectacu-
lar in capturing the Latin essence 
of the song. 
With an album this di-
verseand adventurous in mu-
sical style, it is a shame that 
Concrete Blonde will no 
longer be around to ex-
pand on it. 
The Violent Femmes are one of those bands which have a definite cult following. Its debut album Violent Femmes is 
definitely a classic and a must for every music collection. . 
Now their sixth release Add It Up ( 1981-!993) is out. This is not just a collection of greatest hits; only nine of the 
tracks have been released previously. And for those of you· who are curious, "Blister in the Sun"is included. But the best part 
of this collection are the classic songs done live, like "Kiss Off' and "Add It Up." B-Sides and other unreleased songs, such as 
"I Hate the 1V," make up the remainder of the album. There is also a song which was written as a title song for a m;vie that 
was never made, "36-24-36." 
Basically this is Violent Femmes at its best. Gordan Gano's vocalc;;, Brian Ritchie's bass, and Victor DeLorenzo's 
rercussion fill the album with an eclectic style. 
Whether the Femmes have lost itc;; touch or not is yet to be known because none of these songs are brand spankin' 
new. We will just have to wait and see if the band comes to Orla~do and judge for ourselves, and I know I'li be there with 
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Fox Strives To Transcend Into The 90s 
"What do you Pi ~d? I 
got'Cats, 'Metsboxsea1s, 'Miss 
Saigon,' 'Grateful Dead at the 
Coliseum. ' " 
"The Dead?! Why 
didn't you say so?" 
-Michael J. Fox 
talking to a horse-toting driver 
"For Love or Money" 
Choice comedies, that's what 
Fox and company are turning 
out these days. I thought after 
the ''Life with Mikey" disaster, 
he would wake up. Once again 
however, Mikey has been 
thrown into a script, solely in 
the interest to make Universal 
Pictures some instant cash. 
Mikey's latest venture casts him 
as Doug Ireland, the head bell-
hop at an elegant New York 
Hotel. Ireland has a dream, and 
when he has a chance for it to 
come true, the back-stabbing 
executive; Christian Handover 
(Anthony Higgins) who con-
trols his destiny is having an 
affair with the same innocent 
girl with whom Doug is in love. 
As the title suggests, Doug has 
to choose between his dream or 
his dream girl (Gabrielle Anwar, 
"Scent of a Woman"). That's 
funny, I always thought you 
could get both with the right 
amount of cash and the acquain-
tance ofHeidiFleiss. Well, I'm 
in Orlando not Hollywood . 
"For Love or Money" · 
has its own style, partly due to 
the directing of Barry 
Sonnefield ("The Addams Fam-
FOR LOVE OR MONEY 
PG-13 
* * * 
Key: * Poor ** fair 
***Good**** Excellent 
ily"). The movie is flashy and 
incorporates the New York City 
atmosphere into the script. It 
shows the city as a high-class 
anddreamlikesociety, with lim-
ousines, $I 00 tips, champagne 
and gorgeous models who il-
lustrate a sense of reality and 
homeline·ss . Sonnefeld also 
uses the New York culture scene 
to provide some surprising 
laughs. The centralized theme 
is not the fact that the word 
"concierge" is mentioned nine 
times a minute, or the fact that 
Julian Rus ell model are plas-
tered all over Manhattan pub-
lic transportation, but whether 
or not Mikey is going to get 
the girl or not. "For 
Love or Money" doesn't try to 
win anything from the critic , 
but only to provide another 
entertaining movie to watch, 
although a closer analy is of 
each frame would have prob-
ably turned my head in circle· 
with people running down the 
treet with bats and tricycle· 
with giant, lighted balloon-like 
headgear. Like the Tom and 
Jerry cartoons where Tom the 
cat is tom between his devil 
and angel conscience, I was 
tom between the evil critic on 
my right shoulder and its an-
gelic alter ego on my left. I 
sided with the left. Which one 
will you choose? 
•Derek Krause 
Revelation Writer 
Nowyou can go to the library 
without leavmg your room. 
/11temc/ire progm111s 011 CV-RO.II 
col'l:'r em:l' s11bjectji'Ol11 pofiliG1· /o pl~1 :1·iofogl'. 
Al/(/ tbl!y i11c011)()mte so1111d a11imalio11. music 
a11d 1·irleo clips. So onli11m:l' topics become 
more e.rcililq.;. i11l'Ofri11g 1111d rl!lm111/. 
Bew11se a si11gfe CV-HO. II disc stores more · 
-
i1!/"ormatio11 tba11 500 j!oppy disks. you'/! be able to ------
i11str111t(1' acce.1:1· elllydojmlias. dictio11aries and ------
e.r/e11si1•e databases- al! ll'ilb !be click q/a mouse. 
. Bring your papers. projects and prese11tatio11S to 
-------- f ije ~J' inco1porati11g photos. dip art a11d a huge rarie~r 
-------- oftipefonts-all aziailableon CD-ROM. 
------- . 
Plug in a pair of selfpOU'ered 
speakers and the CD-ROA! dril•e plays audio 
/ CDs too -so 1·011 can ll'ork au'{lJ'. 
// uo/Ji/e listening io .JVUl'farnrite m Usie 
We'{{ eren betp you start 
i·our ou·n CD-ROM librarl'. Bur the 
Jiacintosh Cenlris 610 11011'. and l'Ou'f! 
also receil'e the CD-ROM gift pack: 
tu'O discs that include an electronic 
encyclopedia. a dictio11m:l'. i11/erac/il'e 
rock t·ideos. music for your audio 
CD player and more (1torth $327 ). 
Apple Macintosh c:entri.s T" 610 
Macintosh Promo 
CD gift pack. FREE. 
8/230 with CD-ROM, Macin.Josh Color 
Display arul Apple F.xlended Keyboard JI. l23fE 
CD-ROM technology puts libraries of information at your finger-
tips, and enables you tb work with sound, video and animation. Buy 
the Macintosh Centris"' 610 with CD-ROM drive, and you'll also receive 
our CD gift pack. Visit your Apple Campus Reseller today. While you're 
there, ask about financing with the Apple~ Computer Loan~ And •'" 
discover the power of Macintosh. The power to be your besr ~ 
For further information visit UCF Computer Store next to the Biology Building 
Open 8:30am · 4:30pm Mon - Thurs and Fri 8:30am - 4:00 pm 
or for more information call the Sales Office at 823-5434 or 823-5226 
·~n1.6,Jik1Dqudifo.v~st>~/rnb.d{'1'1 .. 1{'rll111J1•lUlbm:ni¥f'/<'l;m~>JL<~"'" 'lr.,...:,/n•1i{'r>. 1'J<l;¥fl<t"n~•11t.r/•11 111'1efit<o mtlffli 11-.'ffl< ili'll 111,,/ h.f' 7r •• rl\ '' ·rul1r~"1•1rl: vP< """,.,.,,, 
lhvrftl:JJ iA"'lt/n:< '' ,, lri1elc·nu1r~ ./ \'#r fiflll/'lltt /11~ Tbt· \c·1rc,,.J1,T l/11ll1»1l'll111 £,z,1\ tPr:h.11111 /rih'4.'nl.lr:I (.rti/1n fJrrtrtJJlll. i'uhi~ 1 1 
The Economics of the Citibank 
Classic Visa card. How Student Discounts and Price 
Protection contribute to upward growth. A. variety of factors have been 
suggested as contributing to the economic growth of students, including (1) more lottery winners 
between the ages of 18 and 22, (2) a 37% increase on earnings from bottle and can returns, (3) more 
chases, sports equipment, magazines and music 
also abound. Maximize these savings with a low 
variable interest rate of 15.4%3 and no annual fee, 
and you can significantly improve your personal 
bottom line (especially if one's net income tends 
/\(1 knmrn picture of Vl-bshingron smiling exists Economi.m heliel'e VJ,bshing1on u-as 
11nhappy heca11se he. felt he co11/d have received a heller deal on war s11pplies. rr he 11sed a 
Citihank Classic I 'isa card. he ll'Oll/d ha1•e been assured ofge11ing !he bes/ price and probab~r to_ be pretty gross). Put another way, one might 
ll'Ou/d hal'e heen happier. ( trtist rendering qf hall' he ll'011/d hal'e appeared on 1he dollar.) 
even have enough savings to reinvest in a CD 9r two (the musical kind, of course). ii On the way to the 
record store, or any store for that matter, ta~e stock of the 3 services concerned with purchases made on 
the Citibank Classic card. Citibank Price Protection assures one of the best prices. See the same item 
advertised in print for less, within 60 days, and Citibank will refund the difference up to $150.4 To protect 
these investments, Buyers Security'm can cover them against accidental damage, fire or theft (ordinarily 
causes for Great Depressions) for 90 days from the date of purchase:~ And Citibank Lifetime 
Warranty'm can e:x:tend the expected s~rvice life of eligible products up to 12 years.5 ii But perhaps the 
features which offer the best protection are your eyes, your nose, your mouth, etc. -all featured on The 
Photocard, the credit card with your photo on it. Carrying it can help prevent fraud or any hostile 
takeover of your card. (Insiders speculate that it makes quite a good student ID, too.) Even if one's card is 
stolen, or perhaps lost, The Lost Waller Service can replace your card usually within 24 hours. ii So 
never panic. As we all know, panic, such as in the Great Panics of 1837, 1857, and 1929, can cause a 
downswing in a m.arket. But with 24-hour Customer Service, there's nq reason for it. A question about 
your account is only an 800 number away. (Panic of the sort experienced the night before Finals is 
something else again.) ii Needless to say, building a credit history with the support of such services can 
only be a boost. You're investing in futures- that future house, that future car, etc. And knowing the 
Citibank Classic Visa card is there in your wallet should presently give you a sense of security, rare in 
today's-how shall we say?-fickle market. ii To apply, call. Students don't need a job or a cosigner. And 
call if you'd simply like your photo added to your regular Citibank Classic Visa card. Here's the num-
ber: 1-800-CITIBANK, extension 19. ii The Law of Student 
Supply and Demand states, "If a credit card satisfies more of a 
student's unlimited wants and needs, while reducing the Risk 
Factor in respect to limited and often scarce resources-with 
the greatest supply of services and savings possible- then stu-
dents will demand said credit carcl.'' So, demand away-call. Not just Visa. Citibank Visa. 
~' mg' d:i1m 1\ t>a,cd on a lll-mmutl' night/" cckcfld l'a ll i,n the 1.911 to J.000 mileage band using MCTs Card Compallbtli t) rates vs. AT&T's sta ndard l'alhng card rates. cffet: tl\ e 4/93. Citibank Calling 
~en 1,·,· lnngd1\Wn,·c u'>ilg,· cannot he apphed to ohtam hcnetits under an~ other MC I partner progrdm or offer. including trnvcl award program· Offere~p1rcs 6/30/94. Minimum ticket purchase pnce JS SIOO. 
Rct>atl'\ an: lilr ( ·111h.rnk \ludcnl card mcmhers on llckcts issued b\ ISF Flights onl~. 'Thc Annual Perccntagc Ratc for purchases 1s 15.~% as of!S/9.i .ind ma\ \'an quarter!\. The Annual Percentage Rate for cash 
ad,anln 1« l'V<'\, If a hnJnl"C chargc "1mpmcd. th:: minimum" 50 cents. fhcR" 1san add111onal finance charge for each cash advance transacllon equal to 2%.ofthc am'ount ofcach cash advance trn nsac11on: 
h1m1.'\l'r 11 "111 nnt h1.· l.1.'\\ than$~.(){ Im great,·r than $10.00 'Cl'rt:11n rnnd11111ns and c~dus1ons appl~ Plrase refer !O your Summar~ of Addt11onal Progmm Information. Buyers Securit~ is u nder"nlle~ ~y The 
lunl'h I ntcrnat1<inal l K I 1m1tcd ( cnain rcm1rnons and hm1ta11nns appl ~. l 'ndcn< ntlcn.b' the c" HamJ?shirc Insura nce Compan). Service hfc cwect.ancy •ancs b~ product and 1s at least the minimum 
N\c:d on n·w1I mdu,tr~ datJ Dcw1 I\ nl ul\Cragc arc J\ailahk in ~our Summar~ of Add111unal Prugmm lnlormatmn Monan::h' Sotcs aR" pubh~hed b\ Monarch Press. a d1\1s1on of Simon & Schuster. a 
Pammount t 1>n1mun1rat1cHl\ ( nmpan' l \cd h' pcrm1ss11in of the puhhshcr. ( 111bank credit cards arc 1'-Sucd b) Ciubank !South Dakota). \:.A..< 1993 Citiban k (South Dakota). .A. Member FDIC 
Monarch Notes® Version: 
The Citibank Clas.sic V ISa card will 
be there for you with special stu-
dent discounts, no fee, and a low 
rate ... so your own economy will 
be more like a boom than a bust. 
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Get excellence in dentistry, and care you'll feel comfortable with. 
I'm Dr. George Yarko, D.D .. , and I've provided the people 
of Orlando with the latest, safest dental treatment and 
comfo1table care for over eight years. And I'd like you 
to experience fI!Y per onalized care, too. o please 
accept my offer for a complete dental exam for only 
524, an $89 value. Call 282-2101 for your appointment 
Only for lJ.C.F. Students with Valid I.D. 
George Yarko, D.D.S. 
Cenified: Dental lmpbnt Prosrhecics 
Member: American Dental Association, 
At~1de111y of General Dentistry. Arademy for 
Sporr~ Dentiscry. Florida Dental Association. 
Greatt::r Orlando Dental Society 
Team Dentist: University of Central F1orldll1 
$24 complete dental exam and consultation 
(an $89 value) includes: 
Health history taken • Check for loose fillings or 
crowns • Check gums for disease • Oral cancer 
screening • Cosmetic screening to check for chipped, 
crooked, or discolored teeth • TMtscreening to check 
for cause of jaw pain, if any • Discuss findings • Get 
treatment recommendations 
Call today, because this off-er ends ·1 :)() H 
East Orlando Dental 
17780 E. Colonial Drive, Orlando FL 32817 
(Comer of Hwy. 50 and Alafaya Tr.) 
Call 282-2101 
ll is our office policy 1ha1 1h1: pa1i1:n1 and :iny olhi:r person responsible for paymi:nl has 1he right 10 refuse 10 pay. c1nt·1:I pay111en1, or bi: rt:imhursed f"or p.irmt:nl li>r ;iny 01h1:r 'l'ITkt:. l·x;1111in;11ion. or lrt:alm<:nl \\ hid1 1, 
performed as a result of <ind wi1hin 71 hours of ri:spooding to tht: acl\'el1i"'m<.:nl for the fr<.:t·. discounti:cl Ice. or reduct:cl 1·1:1: service, examinarion. or trl~llm1:n1. 
I 
(Offer expires only when you do.) 
Get an AT&T Universal MasterCard and you'll be eternally grateful. 
Because it's more than just a credit card that's free of annual fees forever. 
It's also an AT&T Calling Card that currently gives you a 10% discount 
on already competitive AT&T Calling Card rates. It's all part of The i Plan:M 
• Special student off er. To apply, come by 
our booth on campus or call 1 800 438-8627. 
----------ATS&T 
' 
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Soothing atmosphere. Quiet chatter over steaming coffee. 
'·Shh. someone dim the lights. someone kill the lights.'' It's movie time 
at Yab Yum. 
Yes, Sunday night at Yab Yum Coffeehouse. Movie night. 
This past Sunday the coffeehouse displayed a visual and audio punk/ 
grunge escapade,·' 199 l: The Year Punk Broke." Attendance was about 
40 people, who filled up the small space the coffeehouse had to offer. 
~W•911 It were these lucky 40 people who got to enjoy the film shown before 
them. ••II "The Year Punk Broke," a film by David Mackey, documents ••ti the 1991 European tour of Sonic Youth, who was joined by the then-
unknown band Nirvana. The movie is a blend of Ii ve tour performances 
and more personal tour clips of the band offstage. These offstage clips 
often lent themselves to be very funny and provided the viewer with a 
little insight into the life of a touring hand. Unfortunately, some of the 
live shots became visually annoying. Between the unusual camera 
angles, flashy lighting and flickering scene changes, my eyes became 
very frustrated , and it seemed like I was stuck watching a rea11y bad 
MTV video. However, Nirvana and Sonic Youth did put on a good 
show. Sonic Youth provided noisy gujtars, pounding drums and whin-
ing/screaming vocals, typical of their sound. Nirvana, though, played a 
much more intense style than I had previously heard. Characterized by 
their violent nature, they destroyed drum sets. guitars and themselves 
... ,. throughout the film. 
But Nirvana and Sonic Youth were not the ~rnly figures of 
interest pictured in this rockumentary. Cameo appearances were made 
by Joey Ramone, Courtney Love, Iggy Pop, among others, as well as 
performances by The Ramones, Gumball , Dino aur Jr. and Babes in 
Toyland. 
Whether this movie should have been called "The Year Punk 
Broke" or, maybe more appropriately "The Year Grunge Broke," it is 
~t•lltl a good .flick. Aside from a few visual downfalls, '' 1991 The Year Punk ••ti Broke" provides the viewer with an up-close look at some great live 
performances by some very cool bands, as well as some amusing insight 
into the personalities of some of the band members. If you ever have the 
opportunity to check this out, go~ •Craig Mazer 
DOGS continued from Rl 
was convicted of possession 
and trafficking and is still in 
jail. The interesting thing is 
that these kids (Dale's 17 and 
Bob's 16) don't even seem to 
notice the predicament that 
they're in. They're wild and 
unaware of what they could 
possibly be missing. 






rose girl with 
black-dyed 
h a i r . 
Katrina' s pe-
culiarities 
consists in her 
denial of the 
importance of 




for a while ... 
Revelation Writer 
I mean, who's kidding who? 
Before it was the blacks who 
were the slaves, now it's ev-
eryone, man! And it sucks ... " 
I ask her friend Jason what 
he thinks. He bleakly stares 
through me and continues in a 
spiralling descent, " ... we're all 









far as I'm 
conce·rned, 





wire ... What 
can I tell 
you? You're 
a college 
wander aimlessly toward 
Church Street with some of 
their friends. 
There are numerous oth-
ers, living on the streets and in 
little rat-hole apartments who 
are just .as unique as these: 
Wally Beckman, who has a 
wooden leg and would race 
anyone for a beer, Molina 
who tells everyone she was a 
pharaoh in a past life and.con-
siders this the reason why she's 
a lesbian, Leroy Small who 
says he's going to be the great-
est rapper there ever was. It 
would be fascinating to listen 
to all these people's stories. 
These people who seem to 
thrive underground and only 
come out at night, like some 
psychedelic form of benign 
vampire. Somehow this is life 
in a city like Orlando. Maybe 
not as beautiful as some would 
like it, but life full of power, 
potency, and purity. 
NIRVANA 
continued from R4 
trates his conning ability by 
poetically and comically ay-
ing, "I wish I could eat your 
cancer when you turn black." 
The songs have an 
even deeper resent in them. 
though. "Rape Me" begin. 
with the opening chords to 
"Teen 
Spirit," 
t h e n 
bluntly 
com -










True , it 
1s argu-
ably the 
b e s t 





but it is 
also true that it is incredibly 
overused and overplayed. 
. Another song, the 
gem "Dumb," follows the 
same parameter. The song is 
structured much like a toned-
down "Teen Spirit." and its 
hatred is revealed when 
Cobain ends the ong by re-
peating. "I think rm dumb" 
over the chord of 'Teen 
Spirit." It i irony and re ent 
at its be t. 
More re. ent fol low 
with "Frances Fam1er Will 
Have Her Revenge On Se-
attle" which tell of the over-
















h 0 0 k 
ca 11 ed 
" A I I 
Apo lo-





up all his views in four min-
utes of some of the catchiest 
pop Nirvana has ever don~ . 
A perfect ending indeed. to 
a nearly flawless and intelli-
gent complaint of a great 
album. 
•Eyal Goldshm~d 




AND THE NUMBER 4 
Leaves & Roots 
9{u,;.arecfs of 'Bufl(J{er6s! 
P{us Spices • Oifs • Incense • '1300/(J • 
9-fer6 Li6rary ana-~searcfi rra6!£ 
Monday-Saturday 1 Oa.m. to 6p.m. 
9434 E. Colonial Dr. • Orlando, FL 32817 
823-8840 
I couldn't 








in a trap jpst 
like all ofus. 
ARBOUR VlllAGE APARTMENTS 
Its like being 
in a vice ... " 
She contin- "'· 
ued, ··you got 
your boss on 
one side and 
irate custom-
ers on the other. And they're 
always coming at you, ready to 
bite your fucking head off for 
being late or getting their order 
fucked up. All this shit and for 
what? Nickels and dimes. It's 
a kind of slave labor. You 
know, they say slavery was 
aboli hed in the 1860 or some-
thing-not. Look around you, 
You're somebody's pet, but 
us-we' re just stray street dogs 
getting kicked, runover, mangy 
and forgotten .... " He mumbles 
some guttural expletive beneath 
his breath and shrugs. His smile 
is filled with bile and piss from 
everything he's seen. Katrina 
tugging at his arm is getting 
bored. She wants to leave. They 
D600 MacKay Blvd., Orlando, FL 32826 • 282-7333 
STUDENT MOVE IN SPECIALS 
1 & 2 BEDROOM APARTMENT HOMES 
• Private Clubhouse • 
• 2 pools & sauna • 
• Complete fitness center • 
• Sand volleyball court • 
• Lighted tennis court • 
• Lighted basketball court • 
• 2 laundry facilities 
Directions: From University Blvd., 
tum right 0n Alafaya Trail, on the 
right. Or from Hwy. 50 (east). tum 




25 acres of wooded atmosphere 
Generous closet space 
Window coverings 
Fully-equipped kitchens 
Minutes from UCF 
Laser bus right to school 
24-hour emergency maintenance 
OFFICE HOURS: 




LC COMPUTER CORPORATION ~ o; 
4075 L.B. Mcleod Road, Orlando, FL 32811 (/-4 W. Exit 32) 
§ 
Tel: (407) 648-2144 I Fax: (407) 648-2130 
486DX-33 486DX-33 486DX-33 
Multi-Media System 4MB RAM VESA local Bus System :I. 130 MB H"d Di<I with 32 bit video slot including 1.2 & 1.44 floppy Drive s1495 Sony 31A Internal 14" Intra SVGA Monitor OP .28 
CD ROM 1 MB Trident VGA Card UPGRADE& L!!!! 101 ICey Keyboard 
NETWORK Soundblaster Card ii~ 25/1 P/1 C 
t .•I S OGS 6.0 VVindow 3.1 Mouse SERVICE 
s1750 _  J s1395 One Year Warranty 
for Labor & P.irts 
386SX-25 $950.00 386SX-33 Motherboard $105.00 
366DX-33 $1050.00 14" Super VGA Monitor DP .20 $255.00 
336DX-40 64K Cache $1075.00 9600 Fax Modem $55.00 
486SX-33 DLC $1150.00 2400Modem $30.00 
486DX-50 256K Cache $1550.00 9 pin Serial Mouse $10.00 
486DX2-66 256K Cache $1650.00 191 Keyboard $20.00 
University 
(M@bil) 
WELCOMES BAck .STudENTS 
WiT~ A 10% UCF DiscouNT 
University Mobil is a complete auto 
service center. From electrical, air 
conditioning and computer systems 
to fuel injection, brakes and batteries, 
University Mobil can help. 
Domestic & Import autos serviced. 
University Mobil 
. 677-7988 
CD Comer of University and Goldenrod-Your one stop, complete I auto service center. 




When you hear the thunder of applause, you know 
you're where you want to be ... and Busch Gardens 
in Williamsburg, Virginia is ready to make it all 
come true. 
No other place can offer you a package like this: 
eight high performance mainstage shows; a tremen-
dous variety of strolling entertainment; a dedicated 
staff that cares about developing your talent; plus 
FREE classes in dance, voice and drama. There's also 
housing coordination available as well as a new 
sports medicine program. All of this plus free access 
to one of the most beautiful theme parks in 
the world. 
More than 250 positions are now available for: 
• Singers, Dancers, Musicians, Actors, 
Variety Artists 
• Technicians (stage managers, audio engineers, 
lighting and follow spot operators, and wardrobe 
dressers with sewing experience) 
Sound exciting? It is! Plan on starting your experience 
of a lifetime at Busch GardellS/Williamsburg Auditions 
_ '94. Bring your best 1 1/2 minute act to the audition 
location nearest you. 
The Central Florida Future, in conjunction with Universal Pictures, is 
giving away free passes to the premere screening of "Judgment Nighi:." 
Stop by our new offices at 12243 University Blvd (in the University . 
Shoppes Center, near the UC6 theater) and ask real nicely. There might 
even be a poster in it for you, too . 
... ... 
.. ;~ .,......_,<#.:. ""' 
.; ~. :1.\- "l . .... ...l. 
THINKING can be 
highly pleasurable. 
At Kaplan, we help you 
develop the ability to 
think clearly. 
Analytically, critically. 
This is the skill that 
standardized tests 
measure more and more, 
and it's the skill 
that's always been 
Kaplan's specialty. 
GRE•GMAT•MCAT•LSAT 
FOR MORE INFO, CALL 1-800-KAP-TEST 
If chosen, you can begin working weekends 
from February through April '94 and full time 
from May through October '94. 
If unable to attend the auditions, send your 
resume and photo, along with a video tape 
(dancers, actors, variety artists) or cassette tape 
(musicians, singers), to: Auditiom, c/o Busch 
Gardens Entertainment, One Busch Gardens 
BouJevard, Wdliammurg, VA 23187-8785. Or 
call 1~253-3302 for more information. An 




All Are Invited to Attend 
the 
Activity & Service Fee 
. (A&SF) 




Possible· raising o 
. H 
Activi . and Service 
Fees 
Administration Bldg. · · 
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Frame this column. I don't often take basement and Canada's other team, the 
back things I have said. But I am officially Expos, claiming the NL East flag), I did hit 
eatingsomeofmywordsfromlastSpring's on a couple. Okay, it may not have been a 
Major League Baseba11 predictions. stretch to pick the Marlins, Rockies or Pa-
NL East-My worst goof. I had more dres with sub-.500 records, but I didn't miss 
faithinTrivial'sCubs.Ishouldhaveknown as badly as Ms. Duncanson. 
better.ButldidsayifthePhilliescouldstay Sure, she picked Toronto. That wasn't 
healthy, they could surprise. Boy did they gutsy, though. But the Cubs winning their 
ever. Trivial got in trouble with his Cubs, division and going to the World Series? 
andmostofourotherpickswerenearlythe ·What were you thinking, or should I say, 
~~~'llh~~~~be~~ rJ_E_N_N_Y_~_P_R_E_D_I_C_T_I_O_N_S __ F_m_A_L_B_A_S_E_B_A_L_L __ T_R_A_C_E_'_S_P_R_E_D_I_C_T_ID_N_S~~~~f~beena~~~blOy~. 
season. American League East ~·: - American League East American League East Butevenwithmyheartblindingmyrational 
NL West-Ipickedthetopdog.I'mnot I. Toronto ·. ~;· · '. 1. Toronto. .,,- l. Baltimore thinking, I picked them for second. The 
allthathappyaboutbeingcorrectaboutthe 2. Cleveland 2. NewYor"k 2. Toronto WorldSeries?Notinthislifetime. Further, 
3. Baltimore 3. Baltimore 3. Cleveland 
Bmves, but I'll take .what I can get. And I 4. New York 3. Detroit 4_ Milwaukee shehadtheMetsgivingtheCubsanminthe 
wasn'tfaroffontheAstros.Ofcourse,you 5. Milwaukee 5. Boston 5. New York NL East. TheMuts went out and lostovera 
can'tblamemefornotgettingtheRockies. 6. Boston 6. Cleveland 6. Boston 100 games. Better still, they finished 25 
Wh 'd f h h ?W bo h b edb 7. Detroit 7. Milwaukee 7. Detroit gamesbe'hindthefourth-p1aceCubs.Some 0 0 t oug t. e t got um Y American League West American League West American League West 
Colorado. I. Texas 1. Chicago 1. Minnesota run for the pennant. 
AL E.ast-1 knew Toronto would come 2. Chicago 2. Texas 2. Chicago Some pretty laughable selections. By the 
through for me. The Yankees were a sur- 3. Minnesota 3. Kansas City 3. Tex.as way,Ms.Duncanson,youwereprettywrong 
4. Kansas City 4. Seattle 4. Kansas City 
prise; I should learn to have faith in my 5. Seattle 5. California 5. Seattle aboutyourYankeesbeatingtheJays.They 
team. Tracehadthe0riolesinfirst?Indim1s 6. Oakland 5. Minnesota 6. Oakland came close, only seven games behind! 
· h'rd? G b k · h 7. California 7. Oakland 7. California Enjoy agoodchuckleoverthe '93 picks 
m t 1 · et your money ac fort at National League East National League East N t• IL E t a mna eague as and get ready cor my on-the-mark playoff 
crystal ball Trivial; it's flawed. I. Chicago I. Philadelphia I. Montreal 11 
AL West-My best division. I had 2. New York 2. Montreal 2. Chicago predicitons. Chicago over Toronto in six. 
3. Montreal 3. St. Louis 3. St. Louis The White Sox havebetterpitching. Mean-
almost every team nexttotheirfinal spots. 4.St.Louis 4.Chica
0
ao 4 N y k 
Th T · · l' be 1 · · ew or while,AtlantaoverPhiladelphia ThePhillies ese were not nvia s st se ect1ons. 5. Pittsburgh 5. Pittsburgh 5. Pittsburgh 
Minnesota in first and going to the Series? 6. Philadelphia 6. Florida 6. Philadelphia were a surprise this season, but they won't 
7. Florida 7. New York 7. Florida .sneak by the the Braves. While I don't like 
That'sfunnierth.anthemyCubsselection. Nat1'onal League West Nat1"onal League West N t• l L W t · a mna eague es the Braves, Greg Maddux or the fact I lost a 
OvemlL Trace's origiAal prediction of I. Atlanta I. Atlanta I. Atlanta 
11. 1 Id -11 b I' ? Hc1uston 2 San Franc·sco 2. ci·nci·nnati' lunch bet on the NL West race, fve got to ."\t ~mta cou st1 come true, ut rn put- - · - · L 
3. Cincinnati 3. Houston 3. Houston take Atlanta over the Chisox in seven. But, 
ting my money on the Phillies. They were 4. San Diego 4. Los Angeles 4. San Francisco it will be close. 
abigsurprisethisseason,andldon'tthink 5. San Francisco 5. Cincinnati 5. Los Angeles 
they're done. The White Sox have been 6. Los Angeles 6. Colorado 6. San Diego 
ocxJ b h - 7. Colorado 7. San Diego 7. Colorado g : Wt eBlueJaysh~a~ught~~ ·~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
near the end of the sea.11on, and that momen-
tum will carry them 'to the World Series. 
Toronto and Philadelphia will have lots of 
action. but when the Fat Lady sings, the 
Blue Jays wi 11 be tweeting right along with 
her. taking the Series in seven. 
Now. Ttivial feels the need to debate 
this weekend's big college game. What's 
there to talk about? Hurricanes. All you 
need to know. He feels the Sem;noles have 
m9re worthy opponents and that makes 
them a better teani'. That argument has been 
used for years, und it ha'\n't helped FSU yet. 
Miami does what it needs to do to win. And 
this weekend will be no exception. But if 
you'd like, call your bet Trivial, I'll be more 
than happy to go head to head with you. Just 
make sure you can pay. Stand tmd cheer, 
ba<;eball fans, we'll try better next year. 
This week, Official Word readers. you get 
a double treat. First, you get to laugh at some 
ridiculous baseball predicitions: Secondly, 
you get to ponder what coµld be the college 
game of the year. That issue in a moment. 
Last Spring, I looked into my crystal ball 
and boldly made my 1993 baseball forecast. 
While some of my selections were way off 
base (the Twins in first the Phillies near the 
As for this w~k's big game between 
Florida State and Miami, take the Noles and 
lay the points. Don't worry about missed 
fie!d goals or extra points. It won 't be that 
close. Miami has a weak offense and has 
played. Last week, they struggled to beat 
Division I-AA Georgia Southern. They're 
no match for the Seminoles. FSU has 
annhilated its opponents. FSU 24, Miami 
I 0. Take it to the bank. 
Until next week, remember, the sports 
beat goes on! 
The sign-up deadline for Intramural 
Baseball is Oct. 11. Play begins Oct. 18. 
Call 823-2408 or stop by RS room 101 for 
more information. 
Kennel Pub 







NAIL ART $1 PER NAIL 
POLISH CHANGE $3 
PEDICURE . $18 
PARAFFIN TREATMENT $5 
Blfmt\flll 
Call 381-1552 





fa,,\,...,.. 1994 BSN 
~~· STUDENTS. 
~V ~ter the Air Force 
~ immediately after gradua-
tion - without waiting for the 
results of your State Boards. You 
can earn great benefits as an Air 
Force nurse officer. And if selected 
during your senior year, you may 
qualify for a five-month internship 
at a major Air Force medical facili-
ty. To apply, you'll need an overall 
2.50 GPA. Serve your country 
while you serve your career. 






with this ad 
Happy Hour prices always 
with student ID 
•Big screen T. V. 
•5 dart boards 
•Blind ·draw dart tourney Tues. & Sat. 
9 p.m. 
•47 kinds of beer!! 
2803 Almoa Ave. Winter Park 679-1944 
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Putman finds her niche-golf 
By KEN JACKSON 
Contributing Reporter 
Those who have changed their academic major know 
how hard it is to find their niche in a lifelong endeavor. 
Kristen Putman, a member of the UCF women's golf team, 
knows what that feels like. After trying her hand at softball 
and tennis, this sophomore discovered the game of golf as a 
freshman at Lakeland High School and was instantly hooked. 
A year later, thanks to practicing up to six days a week, she 
was entering competitive tournaments. 
''There was no girl's golf team at my high school,'' 
Putman said. "But I practiced with the boys and I entered 
tournaments every chance I could to stay competitive." 
Thqugh she didn't compete with the school team, The 
Lakeland Ledger named her their Player of the Year three 
times, and she was named to The Tampa Tribune's all-area 
team as a senior. 
highlights including: 
• tied for sixth in her first two collegiate events 
• had team lows for 18 and 54 holes (70, 223) 
• led team in four of nine events 
• five top-ten finishes 
•had lowest scoring average on the team (79.00) 
• placed second at the Azalea Invitational in Wilmington, 
NC 
• tied for 11th at Beacon Woods Invitational to earn Low 
Freshman Honors in the foumament 
• named to the Trans America Athletic Conference all-
conference team 
•qualified as an individual for NCAA Eastern Regionals 
Putman also qualified forthe U.S. Women's Open, firing 
an amazing 73 in the regional qualifiers at Lake Nona. At the 
Open at Crooked Stick Golf Club in Indianapolis, she was 
paired with former UCF player Liz Earley. 
"Having Liz and Mike there (he caddied) was great. 
Playing in the Open was unbelievable. It was like a dream; 
I don't believe I was there." Although she missed the cut, it 
provided her with great experience. 
Focusing on the future, Putman is just trying to concen-
trate on this year. "I want to play well, individually and as a 
UCF head coach Mike Schumaker recruited her shortly 
after her high-school graduation. "She played some great 
golf in high school, and she's already played some terrific 
collegiate golf," Schumaker said. 
Tills is backed up by her incredible freshman year with 
team. We're young (a ~enior, a junior, three sophomores), Kristen Putman's golfing ability has led the Knights and 
and I think this year we'll do well, and hopefully we'll taken her to the U.S. Women's Open. (DeHoog/Future) 
improve in years to come." 
By ANDREW VARNON 
Contributing Reporter 
"We're sick and tired of I 1 to 
a bus. We're sick and tired of 
Shoney's. We're sic)< and tired 
of being on the road," says Didier 
Menard, senior goalke~per and 
co-captain of the UCF men's 
soccer team. 
Believe it or not, the men's 
soccerteam is seven games into its 
schedule now. The women's soc-
cer team has played nine. No fool-
ing. 
Thing is, all sixteen of those 
games have been on the road. 
And as could be expected, all 
those road games have taken their 
toll. The women just returned 
homefromadisappointingweek-
end, losing to Centenary, SMU 
and Texas A&M. The men will 
travel to South Florida tonight 
with a 1-4-1 record. 
"It doesn't feel like we're 1-4-
1," says sophomore co-captain 
Nate Omodt. "I think we're play-
ing well." 
Omodt and fellow defenseman 
Jeff Onderko boldly predict a win 
over state power USF. "I've got a 
schedule on my wall. I'm predict-
ing we win eight out of nine of our 
last games," Omodt claims. 
This weekend, you can see the 
UCF soccer .teams at home. Fri-
day, the women's team will take 
on Lynn at 4 p.m. Saturday, the 
men's team plays Florida Tech at 
4 p.m.Androundingoutthis week-
end, the Lady Knights will play 
Florida Atlantic Sunday at 4 p.m. 
All of those games will be out 
at the new field next to the UCF 
Arena. 
"I don't think of it as a home 
game," says ophomore defender 
Kamal DeGregory. "ft feels like 
we don't have a home." 
• Friendly Atmosphere 
• Personal Training 
•Computer Fitness Testing 
•Co-Ed facility 
,----.FREE---~\ 
I EN'ROLLMENT WITH I 
I ANY ANNUAL I 
I PROGRAM WITH THIS I 
I COUPON STUDENTS I 
I $19.95 PER MONTH ~ J \..... ___ ......; _____ _ 
• Free W eii;hts 
•Aerobics 
• Exercise i.:ycles 
'.:,_Stairclimhers 
• Turbo Bikes 
• Sprint Circuit Training 
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E. COLONIAL DR./ ST ATE RO. 50 0 ~ 
D 
_. HOURS ." 
MON-THURS 6 AM-11 PM FRiDAY 6 AM-10 PM 
SATURDAY 9 AM-8 PM SUNDAY 12 PM-5 PM 
6615 E. COLONIAL V.8. • Of'L~ND01 FL 32807 • 651'·8000 






Twin $49 each 
Full $55 each 
Queen $69 each 
ALL NEW MERCHANDISE 
SAME DAY FREE DELIVERY 
4 pc. Bedroom Sets 
-~: (SimilartoPicture) $239 
• Double Dressers • Mirror • Headboard • Bedframe 
all for $239 
\ 








A Name Change 
Uncontested Dissolution 
. UCF's Student Legal Services prcP.~ide~ free 
legal consultation and rep~e?enlat10,n 111 
certain legal areas for qualified UCl· students. 
For informatio~ or an appointment 
call 823-2538 
or stop by the Student Center 
Room 210 
Monday-Friday 8 a.m.-5 p.m. 
Funded through Activity & Service Fee · 
by the Student Government Association 
11 :00 A.M. 






1501 Alafaya Trail 
Saturday Vigil Mass: 6 p.m. 
Sunday Masses: 





Yale v. a! denied a field goal 
Jowingdriveandthene· 'ena ond ~h 
when Hinsha\ thre\ 'hi · fi . of three inter-
ceptions. This time the Bu Udo::- capitaliz 
driving in from 23 y~· out to tie the gan 
with four minutes left in the first quarter. 
"'We cannot expect any cakewalk. on thi, 
year' sschedule,"McDowell explained. ·we 
have the toughest lineup of any team in 
Division I-AA" 
. Powered by the receiving of heralded-
junior David Rhodes, who piled up65 yards 
in the first half, and 89 yards rushing from 
Huff. including a six-yard touchdown run, 
the Knights went into the intermission with 
a 21-10 lead. 
Following the spectacular halftime ex-
travaganza the Bulldogs came out and put 
on their own air show. Quarterback Steve 
Mills hit star receiver Dave I wan during the 
firsttwodrives,oneendinginafieldgoaland 
possessions. 
The Knights regained th bull with fi ur 
minutes left mid put togeth -r an int ns mnl 
march. Led by Huffs ground control nnd 
daring passes from Hinshaw t Rhod s, th 
Knights fought against the cl k ru th y 
worked without any time-outs. 
Attendance. is at season high 
By SEAN PERRY 
Contributing Reporter 
and Georgia Tech's and that will 
dmw the numbers." 
The attendance at Sarurday' s 
game versus Yale was 23,489, the 
highest since the fi rst game of the 
1989 season. Sloan attributes the 
crowdtomarketingandprom tion 
w·. -i. tance. 
·· e appreciate all the help 
Di. ne / and t e United Way of-
fered· Sloansaid."Thisiswhatwe 
can coll' ider maxinmm market-
ing. and we cannot expect much 
more of a crowd this leveJ:•' 
The studen body .. emphasized 
7 the Gree system. has shown 
support this~ and is near due 
s w like 
} 
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Former Steeler drills Knights 
Coach gets up early for long day's work 
By JASON SWANCEY 
Contributing Reporter 
Like the saying goes, a good 
offense is your best defense. A 
good offense is exactly what the 
UCF Golden Knights bank on ev-
ery Saturday. Who is the man in 












Kruczek u r d a y s 
you'll find 
him sending in plays and orches-
trating drives that would make Bill 
Walsh proud. 
The key to execution on game 
day is being able to perform well at 
practice. And what is a typical week 
in the life of the offensive staff? 
After Saturday's game, the play-
ers receive medical treatment and 
then review the game. 
Then there is practice on Sun-
day. 'This serves a couple of pur-
poses. We review the mistakes 
while they are fresh in our minds. It 
helps work out the soreness from 
being hit as we11," Kruczek said. 
Monday is a day off. Tuesday 
and Wednesday practices are two 
hours long, in addition to team and 
staff meetings. 'This is where the 
bulk of our work is done," com-
mented Kruczek. 
Thursday practice consists of a 
light workout in shoulder pads and 
helmets. Friday is a day off, then 
Saturday is game day. This isa long 
60-hourweek fortheoffensi vestaff. 
you' re going to need lots of coffee. 
The coach arrives around 4 a.m. at 
his office and doesn't leave until 9 
p.m. 
Kruczek ' s final goal: "I just want 
to go to the playoffs with this team 
and win the final shootin' match." 
If anyone knows how to win the 
shooting match it' sCoach Kruczek, 
having been a member of two Su-
per Bowl Championship teams in 
1978 and 1979 with the Pittsburgh 
Steelers. 
With the Steelers, Kruczek 
learned the three most important 
things to building a championship 
team. This includes a coach's abil-
ity to evaluate talent, personnel and 
the coaching staffs cohesiveness 
with the players. 
The only regret Kruczek has is 
not contributing enough. But get-
ting the chance to contribute is a 
rare opportunity when playing sec-
ond fiddle to Terry Bradshaw. Be-
hind Bradshaw's confidence was a 
trait that Kruczek soon picked up 
on. "Terrycameuptomeandsaid, 
'Kruz I'm gonna take you guys all 
U~F's Greatest Day Of Play 
RecTober Fest '93 is almost 
here. Get your tea1ns signed 
up for a day of fun, free 
food and prizes. 
The fifth annual Timex Fit-
ness Week will feature sand 
volleyball,· swim1ning, disc 
golf, aerobics and the 
Pegathon run Oct. 13-23. 
For more infor1nation on 
these events, call 323-2403 
or stop by Rec Services 
room 101. · 
In his ninth season at UCF, 
Kruczek brings pro experience to 
this young offense. He graduated 
fromBostonColJegein I 976, where 
he earned AH-American honors. 
He then went on to spend six years 
in the National Football League. 
During the week, Kn,iczek has 
time to work out the kinks in his 
offense and find new ways to move 
the ball around to his weapons. The 
problem the offense encountered 
against East Carolina wa's three 
interceptions by quarterback Darrin 
Hinshaw .So, Kruczek wenttowork 
and began practicingf ootworkdrills 
with Hinshaw on how to shuffle 
left and right to avoid pressure. 
the way this yearandgetyouoneof r--=------------------
these ring~.',, said Kruczek. flpa rtment Locator 
This is an offense that has put up 
colossal numbers in the past. Un-
der Kruczek, last year's offense 
averaged 37. l points per game, 
fifth bestinNCAADivision 1-AA. 
This year, the team ranks ninth in 
overall offense and second in pass-
ing. 
He sees a problem with confi-
A hint to opposing defensive 
coordinators-to stymie this of-
fense you have to get up pretty 
early in the morning. However, to 
get up earlier thai:i Coach Kruczek 
dence in his young quarterbacks, 
and this is something he is trying to 
instill in them. "Once a quarterback 
becomes comfortable and confi-
dent in hisabilities,everyonearound 
him gains confidence as well," 
Kruczek said. "Confidence is con-
tagious, and it starts at the top." 
Lady Knights basketball team 
prepares to play tough foes 
By TRACE -TRYLKO 
Sports Editor 
The UCF women's basketball team 
will face some of the nation's strongest 
squads in a pre-conference warmup this 
December. 
The Lady Knights' 1993-94 sched-
ule features a home opener .versus Ken-
tucky in the UCF Holiday Classic Dec. 
29~31. Alabama, Florida State, North 
Carolina, East Carolina, Richmond and 
Radford round out the tournament field. 
"Several of these teams could be 
ranked," said head coach Jerry 
Richardson. "We have a good schedule, 
one that will prepare us for conference 
play." 
Trans America Athletic Conference 
games begin Jan. 13 as the Lady Knights 
take on College of Charleston at home. 
· "We also have a strong conference 
schedule," Richardson added, "It will 
help us out getting a TAAC bid." 
The T AAC tournament will be held 
at SoutheastemLouisiana March 10-12. 
The winner receives an automatic bid to 
'the NCAA tourney. 
Show Write for· The Central 
Florida Future 
some Sports, and cover 
school 
UCF's sporting 
events. Call Jenny 
• • or Trace at 823-8192 sp1r1t. to get involved. • 
FfiST - EfiSY - F~EE 
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Golden Knights escape the Bulldogs' bite,42-28 
I 
By SEAN PERRY 
Contributing Reporter 
The Disney World-/United 
Way-sponsoredRockin' Rallyfea-
tured a spectacular band ensemble, 
colorful character antics and people 
dropping from the sky, yet the half-
time show paled in comparison to 
the dramatic and heroic victory that 
fell nothing short of a full scale 
Disney production. 
Michael Eisner could.not have 
chosen a better cast. Yale, the well-
polished preppy boys from the Ivy 
League, with their pristine, white 
unifonns and dominant air attack 
versus the Knights, attempting to 
hold fort, armored in black and 
gold, armed with a hard-nosed, 
determined offensive line, and the 
hero-a mouse! 
Well, maybe not a mouse, but if 
Mickey were the unlikely hero for 
Disney, then tailback Mike Huff 
would be the Golden Knights' star 
character. 
Standing 5 feet 5 inches and 
weighing 157 pounds, Huff scat-
tered and plowed his way to I 64 
yards rushing, leading the Knights 
to a 42-28 victory over the Division 
I-AA YaleBulldogsbefore23,489 
at the Florida Citrus Bowl. 
With the usually-dynamic air 
attack looking a bit "Goofy," 
McDowell decided to break down . 
the Yaledefense with the quick and 
agile running of Huff. 
''Willie English is our starting 
YALE continued page 25 
UCF waterskiers ready 
for national competition 
By JASON SWANCEY 
Contributing Reporter 
Supposedly Jesus wore sandals 
when he walked across water. Al-
though the UCF ski team wears 
slightly larger shoes, they perform 
feats just a<; miraculous. However, 
these waterwalkers know it's hard 
work, not a miracle, that has gotten 
them to the National Champion-
ships for the third consecutive year. 
'We work the whole summer, plus 
I work the pro tour. I haven't had a 
week off in the last three months," 
said co-captain John Swanson. 
There wil1 be 12 schools com-
petinginthe Water-SkiingNational 
WOMEN'S SOCCER @ 
Centenary Sept.30 
Final: Centenary 2, UCF 0 
UCF goal : NONE 
UCF in the net: Brann 5 
saves, 2 goals against 
UCF record: 3-4 
VOLLEYBALL @ College 
of Charleston Sept. 30 
UCF def. College of Charles-
ton 15-10, 15-3, 15-8 
VOLLEYBALL @ Furman 
(S.C.) Invitational Oct. 1 
vs. Tennessee-Chattanooga 
UCF def. UTC 15-2, 15-1, 
15-7 
vs. Xavier 
UCF def. Xavier 1 5-6, 1 5- I 0 
15-9 
WOMEN'S SOCCER @ 
Southern Methodist Oct. 1 
Final: SMU 3. UCF 0 
Championships. They will take 
place from Oct: 7-10 at the Sacra-
mento State University Aquatic 
Center. There are six regional com-
petitions, and the top two finishers 
from each go to nationals. In the 
Southern· Conference, UCF beat 
Eckerd, the next closest competi-
tor, by I ,000 points. Leading. the 
way were co-captains Jen Sheldon 
and Swanson. Sheldon took first in 
the women's slalom, and Swanson 
broke his own record with a jump 
of 174 feet. 
It may appear difficult to get 
emotionally up for a competition 
when the team won the last one by 
SKIING continued page 25 
UCF goals: NONE 
UCF in the net: Brann 8 
saves, 3 goals against 
UCF record: 3-5 
CROSS COUNTRY UCF 
INVITATIONAL Oct.1 
Women's team finish: 2nd 
Women's top UCF finisher: 
Jeanne Lesniak 5th ( 19:58) 
Men's team finish: 4th 
VOLLEYBALL @ Furman 
Invitational con't 
vs. UNC-Charlotte 
UCF def. UNC-C 8-15, 15-
10, 15-12, 1 5-13 
vs. Furman 
UCF def. Furman I 5-7, 10-
15, 15-1, 15-8 
The UCF volleyball team 
raised their record to an 
outstanding 20-3. After a 
long road wing the Lady 
Knights return home to face 
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The 23,489 fans at Saturday's Rockin' Rally saw action both on and off the field. 
Besides the pre-and-post-game festivities, fans enjoyed a UCF victory. 
(DeHoog/Future) 
Appalachian St. and Louis-
ville. 
WOMEN'S SOCCER @ 
Texas A&M Oct. 2 
Final: Texas A&M 4, UCF 2 
UCF goals: Amy Jones@ 
· 38:45 unassisted 
Amy Geltz@ 
86:30 assisted by 
Jones 
UCF in the net: Brann 17 
saves, 4 goals against 
UCF record: 3-6 
Both Tiffany Schreiner and 
Stephanie Gringer were 
ejected for the Knights. 
MEN'S SOCCER @ 
Florida International Oct. 2 
Final: FIU 3, UCF 0 
UCF goals: NONE 
UCF in the net: Menard 2 
saves, 3 goals· against 
UCF record: UCF 1-4-1 
Compiled by Scott Ginchereau 
WEDNESDAY 
Men's Soccer@ South Florida 7:30 p.m. 
FRIDAY 
Women's Soccer vs. Lynn 4 p.m. 
Volleyball vs. Applachian St. 5 p.m. 
SATURDAY 
Volleyball vs. Louisville 7:30 p.m. 
Men's Soccer vs. Florida Tech 4 p.m. 
Football vs. Samford 1 :30 p.m. 
Cross Country @ Univer. ity of Florida Invitational 
SUNDAY 
Men's Golf@ Stetson Invitational 
Women's Soccer vs. Florida Atlantic 4 p.m. 
MONDAY 
Men's Golf@ Stetson Invitational con't 
TUESDAY 
Men's Golf@ Stetson Invitational can't 
., 
